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Installation view
borderline aurora borealis
Team Gallery, New York, 2020

borderline aurora borealis
Team Gallery, New York, 2020

For her first solo exhibition at team, Petra Cortright will used the gallery’s main room to realize an ambitious installation that expands the layers of a digital 
landscape painting into physical space. The painting’s hundreds of layers, individual and combined, are printed on industrial translucent substrates hung 
at intervals throughout the space, with pathways through and along the installation that introduce new and ever-expanding opportunities for composi-
tion to emerge. Cortright’s brand of landscape is chaotic, beautiful, and volatile, marked by abstraction and populated by jagged .jpg shards and swift 
blossoms of painterly brushwork; working with a pace and agility the digital methods at her disposal afford, the entanglement of mark-making, color, and 
texture can assume an almost synesthetic effect. 

Cortright operates within the vernacular of landscape painting but outside of its classical means and materials, questioning how the haptic and lyrical 
might be laced within consumer technology, spam-text poetry, and files chosen not in defense of the poor image but in celebration of it. Her painting 
software of choice is, of course, Photoshop, and her works mine the expressive and unintended potential of its transformations, effects, and malleability. 
Evolving from earlier non-figurative works that include flash animation gifs and screensavers, in their insistent lightness and nimble fluency Cortright’s 
paintings conjure Jim Hodges and Frankenthaler, and convey the quality of ‘breath’ highly regarded in Chinese landscape painting.

In the past decade, as internet culture has steadily progressed towards predictive, targeted consumption, content has become a vehicle for formats and 
platforms rather than the other way around. By contrast, Cortright’s sensibility extends from the culture of personalization and customization which char-
acterized fledgling internet culture, a DIY-oriented MO of using the most immediate and accessible means to create and share in ways that subvert rather 
conform to structure and legibility. The very act of making is a through-line that evolves from the artist’s early webcam videos to the most recent paintings 
that positions the how and why of creative production as a subject in and of itself.

Cortright’s challenge in translating digitally-wrought works into a physical state is less the material manifestation of imagery, than it is conveying the 
distinctly digital navigation of an endlessly evolving visual terrain resistant to a singular final state or form. A feature evident across her painting practice 
is a diffusion of focal points across the picture plane, allowing for composition to unfold and cohere at multiple points and scales while resisting resolution 
around a single view. To this end, borderline aurora borealis reorients our expectations of resolution, actively destabilizing and multiplying the baseline 
order of the work, as well as the means by which it is experienced.
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Installation view
Computer Paintings on Linen
Galeria Duarte Sequeira, Braga, 2019

inmobiliario argentino_Japanese software resellers/keystone+skiing, 2019
Digital painting on Belgian linen

124 x 250 cm / 48 x 98 in





‘‘PDF’’+’’Delphi’’+’’documentation’’+’’Handbuch’’_RED ALERT CHEATS, 2019
Digital painting on Belgian linen
126 x 124 cm / 49 x 48 in

REEBOX CLASSICS_Sarasota Florida/+’’teacher pages’’_TOP 25, 2019
Digital painting on Belgian linen

126 x 124 cm / 49 x 48 in



Installation view
Platinum Blonde Black Knight
Société, Berlin, 2018

Platinum Blonde Black Knight
Société, Berlin, 2018

Platinum Blonde Black Knight presents a new series of 17 digital paintings at Genthinerstraße 36. The works are printed on aluminum, Belgian linen, and 
paper. To create the paintings, Cortright works with a “mother file” comprising hundreds of layers of images, which she manipulates in extended painting 
sessions. Using the computer as her canvas, Cortright has created a series of luminous, frenzied floral still-lives on Photoshop, utilizing digital brushes 
that she has downloaded or developed herself.





BEARS_”bump and grind” music_Canadian bacon, 2018
Digital painting on aluminium
101.6 x 76.2 cm / 40 x 30 in

+faith-and-the-muse +mp3_FREAK NASTY, 2018
Digital painting on aluminium

101.6 x 76.2 cm / 40 x 30 in





EFFECT CIRCUIT_flora +”una de data”_generation x, 2018
Digital painting on Belgian linen
128 x 96 x 5.2 cm / 50.3 x 37.7 x 2 in

+”pentium II” +”400mhz” racconti erotici_SATAI, 2018
Digital painting on Belgian linen

126.5 x 97 x 5.2 cm / 49.8 x 38.1 x 2 in



Installation view
BEUTYFOL GIRLS XEROX DESERT ROSE
Doota Plaza, Seoul, 2018

BEUTYFOL GIRLS XEROX DESERT ROSE
Doota Plaza, Seoul, 2018

One of the leading post-internet artists, Cortright exhibits two new digital paintings and seventeen flags through this installation. Skinning the shop 
windows of Doota Department Store, her paintings originate as intricate Adobe Photoshop files which consist of layers of digital brush strokes and altered 
photographs. These files can be transformed indefinitely—layers can be turned on or off, reordered, repositioned, and various effects applied, so at 
moments which she calls “decisive,” the artist prints, and therefore immobilizes them. Her flags, carefully interspersed throughout the main courtyard, 
present flash animations as both a print medium and sculptural form. Such choice comes from an understanding of flags’ nature as vessels capable of 
accruing and externalizing ever evolving and often contradictory sets of ideas and experiences. Their capacities extend both spatially and temporally and 
allow the artist to touch upon these properties.

With creative practices spanning across multiple mediums such as recorded webcam performances, flash-based animations, and digital paintings, 
Cortright continues to engage notions of self-representation within a digital landscape, in addition to the complexities of giving physical form to comput-
er-generated media through this exhibition.







Installation view
CAM WORLS
UTA Artist Space, Los Angeles, 2018

CAM WORLS
UTA Artist Space, Los Angeles, 2018

Cortright’s computer-based practice pioneered a new kind of internet art. The videos in the show will trace the gradual evolution of her online presence, 
and a practice of perpetual modulation of over ten year of internet ephemera that mines decorative motifs from flowers to the female body. The archival 
impulse behind her work stresses the visual catchiness and mutability of the digital image, as well as the delicate and self-conscious act of putting oneself 
“online.” As an artist who “grew up on the internet,” Cortright carefully erects and investigates online trends of personhood as they appear in the culture, 
from the front-facing camera antics of solipsistic young girls on social media to virtual strippers.

In the back gallery, Cortright’s mind_candy_pfaffs (2015) will loop on a projector. This thornily feminist video depicts cookie-cutter girls from the software 
VirtuaGirl, “a unique technology of video incrustation that displays videos of sexy girls directly on your taskbar, with no background, just as if they were 
living inside of your screen.”

The aesthetic of Cortright’s DIY one-woman videos—in which she plays variations of the director, star, and video editor—feels intimately homemade, 
more akin to a patchwork quilt than an appropriative collage of raw pixels. The work is created using myriad technologies, from open-source screensaver 
software, green screens, virtual strippers and photoshop, to sublime CGI landscapes. It’s cut down to two-minute experiences, self-referentially ideal for 
internet consumption by an audience riddled with attention deficit disorders. Her distinctive digital bricolage investigates investigates an ongoing conver-
sation about vanity, personhood, and beauty through the lens of the internet.







Petra Cortright
Art Basel Hong Kong 2017

Société in Berlin is pleased to announce Petra Cortright’s participation at Art 
Basel Hong Kong 2017. Consisting of new works in the artist’s well known 
series of digital paintings, the showing represents Cortright’s ongoing explo-
ration of digital space rendered materially.

Cortright’s practice is largely computer-based. She’s in Adobe Photoshop 
working on these digital paintings for sessions lasting up to 12 hours. She 
builds layer upon layer, each time drawing a color, a texture, a shape, etc. 
from an existing image that she finds surfing Google Images or, more re-
cently, Pinterest. Her hunting through endless online troves affects some-
thing like hypnosis and fosters a mode of artistic production that approach-
es stream of consciousness. Using some ‘brushes’ that she’s developed 
herself and others that she’s downloaded, Cortright assembles and ma-
nipulates ‘mother’ files – hundreds of discrete elements layered in infinitely 
interchangeable configurations. Each of Cortright’s paintings is made by 
printing a specific combination of layers on anodized aluminum, yielding a 
complex and vibrant pictorial surface.

Some of the press that the works have received has noted their particularly 
widespread critical acclaim; other writers have been captivated by the way 
the works seem to deflect any claims on interiority – instead functioning 
as surfaces reflecting viewers’ own distorted perceptions. The paintings 
themselves often depict familiar elements: flowers, ripe fruit, skin, ribbons, 
and other decorative motifs. These Cortright weaves together with abstract 
gestures and hazy, colored shapes and gradient backgrounds. Many of 
the motifs that repeat in the paintings resist singular interpretation: A rose, 
for example, often appears throughout art history, but as an piece of ico-
nography it has recently been reprised as shorthand for a more lascivious 
femininity. The allegorical meaning of the flower is not emptied out in Cor-
tright’s digitally-cloned apparitions; rather, its pixelated abstraction creates 
an unsettling and amplified echo of the flower’s restrained use in traditional 
painting.

Cortright’s appropriation of online imagery skirts a nascent feminist position 
surrounding the blending of critical and celebratory attitudes toward the 
Internet and its social horizons. Her replication of female bodies and tropes 
of femininity registers the crude nature of online representation – most ev-
ident in a 2015 video work made with screensavers of 3D strippers, which 
function almost as readymades. But by placing these bodies in the no-place 
of the green screen, Cortright also emphasizes their dependence on con-
text. In an expansive video environment (the public venue of the exhibition 
superseding the covert private realm of the desktop), the writhing women 
become less private dancers, more an ambiguous and surreptitious ritual.

Alongside these panels, the booth will be installed with three large red 
raspberries – sculptures made from painted resin, polyurethane, and stain-
less steel. Produced using 3D modeling, the bright red raspberries are 
idealized forms, free of blemishes and irregularities. They look like they’ve 
been plucked straight from Cortright’s paintings, suddenly enlarged and 
endowed with three-dimensionality. The sculptures mark an ambitious ex-
ploration of new territory for an artist who first became known for her work 
in low-resolution streaming video. (This body of work has also evolved into 
an ongoing collabo ration with fashion designer Stella McCartney, wherein 
Cortright poses in front of the camera similarly to how she’s been doing for 
over a decade – now wearing clothes sent to her by McCartney – and the 
results are circulated on social media and shown in stores worldwide). They 
also alter the scope of Cortright’s work profoundly.
Société’s presentation at Art Basel Hong Kong consists of five works on an-
odized aluminum exemplifying Cortright’s unique method of digital painting. 
A single composition style repeats across the five panels, lending a strong 
sense of continuity to the works.

In the booth, surrounded by a horizon of Corthright’s digital paintings and 
among the sculptures, visitors will have the feeling of having entered into the 
paintings’ endless digital landscapes, able to move freely among their many 
layers and elements and their loosened fields of meaning.



HumiliationMale-sub@japanesepPizzaBar-4-sexyMilk, 2016
Digital painting on anodized aluminum
168 x 119 cm / 66 1/4 x 46 3/4 in
Edition: Unique

Civil-collardLizardz.hustle-2-grisbyGarybar(2eatherpez0, 2016
Digital painting on anodized aluminum

168 x 119 cm / 66 1/4 x 46 3/4 in
Edition: Unique



Home-shopping$homebrewedCancercure-enemaSongs, 2016
Digital painting on anodized aluminum
168 x 119 cm / 66 1/4 x 46 3/4 in
Edition: Unique

D’wonder_ofLyoube+hEXeditor+seduzione_steakSauce, 2016
Digital painting on anodized aluminum

168 x 119 cm / 66 1/4 x 46 3/4 in
Edition: Unique



pinkaFELDgynecologist@NetscapebrowsinganalsPIRGE, 2016
Digital painting on anodized aluminum
168 x 119 cm / 66 1/4 x 46 3/4 in
Edition: Unique

ntkern fantasia strip, 2016
resin, polyurethane, stainless steel and paint

43 x 41 x 39 cm / 17 x 16 1/4 x 15 1/3 in
Edition: 12 + 4 AP



ntkern fantasia strip, 2016
resin, polyurethane, stainless steel and paint
43 x 41 x 39 cm / 17 x 16 1/4 x 15 1/3 in
Edition: 12 + 4 AP

ntkern fantasia strip, 2016
resin, polyurethane, stainless steel and paint

43 x 41 x 39 cm / 17 x 16 1/4 x 15 1/3 in
Edition: 12 + 4 AP



Installation view
ORANGE BLOSSOM PRINCESS FUCKING BUTTERCUP

 Carl Kostyál, London, 2016





Stella McCartney x Petra Cortright x Spring 2016

For her Spring 2016 campaign, designer Stella McCartney partnered with artist Petra Cortright to create a 30-second video entitled “Color Block”, which 
is part of the larger series “Good Energy.” Premiering below, the video depicts Cortright wearing the label’s dreamy Amiel Dress and holding the Cassie 
Dress to create a stop motion visual. A purely electronic soundtrack created by Ceephax Acid Crew plays in the background while Cortright drapes and 
twirls with both dresses, allowing each cut to display the garments’ fluidities.



COLOR BLOCK, 2016
Video 

31 sec
https://youtu.be/KzGqltA7KuM



GOOD ENERGY, 2016
Video 

1 min 8 sec
https://youtu.be/CGLJpR9Q1rc



FIRE (FANTASTIC PLANET), 2016
Video 

1 min 8 sec
https://youtu.be/CGLJpR9Q1rc



Installation view
die Rose

Société, Berlin, 2016



Block dissassemble, 2016
Video 
1 min 50 sec
https://youtu.be/VMrta8gh8SA

All gold everything, 2016
Video 

13 min 43 sec
https://youtu.be/UB5_ZJ-8yuM



Installation view
die Rose

Société, Berlin, 2016



UglyUnikrnbattle@voxelwarecast.mnp, 2016
Digital triptych painting on anodized aluminum

183 x 358 cm / 72 x 140 in



flashback-sweden, “erotic pictures at Rose garden”, 2016
Dital painting on polyester
91 x 152 cm / 36 x 60 in

golf klubbortitanic Rose.NUDE, 2016
Dital painting on polyester

91 x 152 cm / 36 x 60 in



Gross-Wave_ketAMINEProviders.gloss.m01, 2016
Digital painting on raw Belgian linen

241 x 46 x 15 cm / 95 x 18 x 6 in



Installation view
ZERO-DAY DARLING

Ever Gold [Projects], San Francisco, 2016



KRNKNKSSNBTRGVRGLCH_archive.LZ, 2015
Digital painting on Sunset Hot Press Rag paper
152 x 102 cm / 60 x 40 in

TFNNBMRSX_tiles.DFS, 2015 
Digital painting on Sunset Hot Press Rag paper

152 x 102 cm / 60 x 40 in



NIKI, LUCY, LOLA, VIOLA,  Depart Foundation, 2015

NIKI, LUCY, LOLA, VIOLA feature a series of new video works and ani-
mations by Cortright, compiled from open-source, screensaver software, 
and purchased virtual strippers. “Niki”, “Lucy”, “Lola” and “Viola”, are the 
virtual erotic dancers purchased by Cortright, from readily available online 
software, to populate her own synthetic and painterly landscapes and green 
screen voids. Presented within an immersive installation environment, which 
will include atmospheric audio components, these works self-consciously of-
fer an infinite virtual redundancy in their repetition and absence of real-time.

Alongside these works, Cortright will also be presenting a series of animat-
ed digital paintings complied from hundreds of digital layers. These paint-
ings are a combination of abstract gestures, made with customized comput-
er-based paintbrush software, and representational fragments, consisting 
of sampled clip art and imagery found online. The mesmerizing animation 

of these dense layers will subtly convey the artist’s meditative process of 
“painting,” revealing the slow accretion of the work’s ambient surfaces.

Cortright is most well known for her webcam videos; “selfie” inspired digital 
portraits that are equal parts performance and documentary. No longer than 
two-minutes each, in keeping with the cultural attention deficit its context 
suggests, these videos tend to be diaristic in tone, beautifully irreverent 
and intimately poignant in their intentional fallibility. These, and her current 
works, embody the peripatetic anxiety of a culture raised with virtual modal-
ities of self-expression, while also humanizing the impoverishment of these 
digital ruins with intelligence and play. Cortright straddles an ambivalent 
position as both an avid participant in the banality of this culture, born and 
raised in the age of technocracy, and as a vehicle for its dismantling and 
critical fracture.

Installation view
Niky, Lucy, Lola, Viola

Depart Foundation, Los Angeles, 2015





Stella Sport x Adidas x Petra Cortright

Petra sees the process of making work with Stella’s clothing as a symbiotic relationship – the clothes contribute to the creation of the video, and the video 
is made to highlight the spirit of the clothing. This video came intuitively from the clothing’s color blocks, flexible shapes, and the activity which the clothing 
itself inspired. She experimented with multiple ways of moving in Stella Sport clothing – bouncing on a trampoline, jumping rope, kicking a soccer ball 
around the studio––and then created a visual environment which would embrace the entire combination.



VIRTUAL WORLD, 2015
Video 

50 sec
https://youtu.be/pyTxY8bcBS0



Installation view
ILY

Foxy Production, New York, 2015



 BUFFY_THE_VAMPIRE_SLAYERdj149du.exe, 2015
Digital painting, duraflex, UV print, varnish, mounted on acrylic
124 x 107 x 2.5 cm / 49 × 42 × 1 in

*chess*, 2015
Digital painting, duraflex, 3D print, UV print, mounted on acrylic

124 x 107 x 2.5 cm / 49 × 42 × 1 in



Stella McCartney x Petra Cortright x Spring / Fall 2015 

Introducing a modern update on the classic camel coat. Standing in a flurry of digital snowflakes, wearing the Susie Coat, Petra Cortright exudes animalistic 
allure in her new video for Stella McCartney. In leopard jacquard, the standout piece’s tailored cut and polished silhouette possess an unexpected bite. 
In ‘‘Dreamy’’ artist Petra Cortright moves and shakes in the new Fur Free Fur collection. Shaggy alter fur outerwear and accessories in tactile textiles star 
against a psychedelic backdrop – think long-haired outerwear and a fuzzy take on the iconic Falabella bag. The definition of fun, cruelty-free luxury now.



SNOWY, 2015
Video 

1 min 10 sec
https://youtu.be/zWpWAbwlIn8



DREAMY, 2015
Video 

2 min 39 sec
https://youtu.be/QRIrNk4vY2Y



CONFETTI, 2015
Video 

35 sec
https://youtu.be/yHjdSci18oQ



Installation view
PETWELT 
Société, Berlin, 2014

Installation view
PETWELT 

Société, Berlin, 2014



Dot warp with door, 2009
Video 
1 min 55 sec
https://youtu.be/gzMVHm06Y3k

Main Bitch, 2012
Video 

 5 min 32 sec
https://youtu.be/bgbv92fLFbg



Sparkling 1, 2010
Video
1 min 34 sec
https://youtu.be/5Y8eXz9Y_XA

Installation view
PETWELT 

Société, Berlin, 2014



When you walk through the storm, 2009
Video 
1 min 55 sec
https://youtu.be/UwLFmAh5gWE

Bridal Shower, 2013
Video 
2 min

https://youtu.be/ZYkFibbxeHw
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Petra Cortright
Carl Kostyál, Stockholm, 2014
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Installation view
ASMR 
MAMA, Rotterdam, 2014
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MAMA, Rotterdam, 2014



Installation view
Vicky deep in Spring Valley
Club Midnight, Berlin, 2012

Installation view
Vicky deep in Spring Valley
Club Midnight, Berlin, 2012



Installation view
Void Mastery / Blank Control

The Composing Rooms: The Green Room, London, 2012



Void Mastery / Blank Control (egg2), 2011
Giclée archival pigment print on Canson matte 390gsm archival canvas
99 x 99 x 4 cm / 38 x 38 x 1.5 in

Void Mastery / Blank Control (11), 2011
Giclée archival pigment print on Canson matte 390gsm archival canvas

99 x 99 x 4 cm / 38 x 38 x 1.5 in



PETRA CORTRIGHT

1986 born in Santa Barbara, CA / Works in Los Angeles, CA
2004 California College of the Arts, San Francisco, CA
2008 Parsons School of Design, New York, NY

Solo Exhibitions

2021
soft ice soft porn soft war / Carl Kostyal / Milan (forthcoming)
icy dip fresh petals / Carl Kostyal / Stockholm (forthcoming)
+FREE +FUCKIN +PICS / von ammon co. / Washington (forthcoming)
seashore plum blossom /  Monterey Museum of Art / Monterey (forthcom-
ing)

2020
borderline aurora borealis / Team Gallery / New York

2019
Computer Paintings on Linen / Galeria Duarte Sequeira / Braga
LUCKY DUCK LIGHTS OUT / 1201PE / Los Angeles

2018
Platinum Blonde Black Knight / Société / Berlin 
BEUTYFOL GIRLS XEROX DESERT ROSE / Doota Plaza / Seoul
Cultural Matter: Petra Cortright / LIMA / Amsterdam
PALE COIL COLD ANGEL / Nahmad Projects / London
BANK / Shanghai
lambergani lambirgini lamborghini lambourgini / Ever Gold [Projects] / San 
Francisco
CAM WORLS / UTA Artist Space / Los Angeles

2017
HUMAN SHEEP BRAIN “ALICE IN WONDERLAND” AMERICANA / Foxy 

Production / New York
RUNNING NEO-GEO GAMES UNDER MAME / City Gallery / Wellington
RUNNING NEO-GEO GAMES UNDER MAME / Tristian Koenig / Colling-
wood
kinder surprise” sharky baba / COUNTY Gallery / Florida
quack doctor violet „saltwater fish“ / 1301PE / Los Angeles

2016
ORANGE BLOSSOM PRINCESS FUCKING BUTTERCUP / Carl Kostyál / 
London
die Rose / Société / Berlin
Octopus 16: Antiques Roadshow / Gertrude Contemporary / Melbourne
ZERO-DAY DARLING / Ever Gold [Projects] / San Francisco

2015
Niki, Lucy, Lola, Viola / Depart Foundation / Los Angeles 
Ily / Foxy Production / New York 

2014
PETWELT / Société / Berlin 
Petra Cortright / Carl Kostyal / Stockholm
ASMR / MAMA / Rotterdam 
Family State of Mind / Petra Cortright & Ed Fornieles / Galerie Chez Valen-
tin / Paris
 
2013 
BLank BLANk bLANk / Steve Turner Contemporary / Los Angeles

2012
Vicky deep in Spring Valley / Club Midnight / Berlin
Void Mastery / Blank Control / The Composing Rooms: The Green Room / 
London
Video Syrup / Curated by Maggie Lee / Spectacle Theater / New York

2011
Beholder / Talbot Rice Gallery / University of Edinburgh / Edinburgh



SO WET / Preteen Gallery / Mexico City 
Lesbian Kiss Episode / Planet Ummo / Project Space / Mexico City
 
2010
It Takes Strength to be Gentle and Kind / Gloria Maria Gallery / Milan
Avatar 4D / Curated by JstChillin / NOMA Gallery / San Francisco
Tits Vagina Sex Nude Boobs Britney Spears Paris Hilton Jordan Capri 
Honey Moon / Preteen Gallery / Mexico City

2008
Show #20 / Petra Cortright & Peter Barrickman / And/Or Gallery / Dallas

Screenings and Group Exhibitions

2020
MoMA Virtual View: Video Live /  MoMA / New York
.PAINT / Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago / Chicago
In the Meanwhile…Recent Acquisitions of Contemporary Art / Santa Barba-
ra Museum of Art / Santa Barbara
Glitch / The American University in Cairo Tahrir Cultural Center / Cairo
Petra Cortright, Elizabeth Ibarra, and Susumu Kamijo, Aliso Editions x The
Newsstand Project / Los Angeles
permanent collection display / Stedelijk Museum / Amsterdam

2019 
ACE: art on sports, promise, and selfhood / University Art Museum / Uni-
versity at Albany / Albany
PINK_PARA_1STCHOICE / Times Square’s Electronic Billboards / New 
York
Dirty Protest: Selections from the Hammer Contemporary Collection / Ham-
mer Museum / Los Angeles
HATE SPEECH – AGGRESSION UND INTIMITÄT / Künstlerhaus, KM – 
Halle für Kunst & Medien / Graz

2018

I Was Raised on the Internet / Museum of Contemporary Art / Chicago

2017
4th Ural Industrial Biennial Of Contemporary Art. Curated by João Ribas /
Ekaterinburg and other cities of the Ural region
The Coverly Set / Sargent’s Daughters / New York
Web 2.0. Organized by Paul Slocum and Thierry Tilquin / Senne / Brussels

2016
Shift, Stretch, Expand: Everyday Transformations / Museum of Contempo-
rary Art Santa Barbra / Santa Barbara
Chatham Square / Foxy Production / New York
Electronic Superhighway / Curated by Omar Kholeif / Whitechapel Gallery 
/ London 

2015
Young Americans / Franz-Josef-Kai 3 / Vienna 
Catfish / Anat Ebgi Gallery / Los Angeles
The Metabolic Age / Curated by Chus Martinez  / MALBA / Buenos Aires
On YouTube. Kunst und Playlists aus 10 Jahren / Kunsthaus Langenthal / 
Langenthal
First Look: Brushes / New Museum / New York
L’art et le numérique en résonance 1/3 : Convergence / La Maison Popu-
laire de Montreuil / Montreuil
Im Inneren der Stadt / Künstlerhaus Bremen / Bremen 

2014
Farm to Table / Foxy Production / New York 
Fútbol: The Beautiful Game / Los Angeles County Museum of Art / Los 
Angeles
Too Soon / Perry Rubenstein Gallery / Los Angeles
Liquid Crystal Palace: Recent Works with J. Blake / Honor Fraser Gallery / 
Los Angeles
The Undulation of Something Faintly Familiar / Anat Egbi / Los Angeles
Art Post-Internet / Ullens Center for Contemporary Art / Beijing
Material Images / Johannes Vogt / New York



Full Screen / XPO / Paris
You Might Be a Dog / Lab for Emerging Arts and Performance / Berlin
E Vapor 8 / Site Gallery / Sheffield 

2013
Casting a Wide Net / Postmasters / New York 
Paddles On! / Curated by L. Howard / Philips / New York
„D“ / ZweiDrei / Berlin 
Frieze Film / Curated by N. Lees and Victoria Brooks / Frieze London / 
London
Meanwhile…Suddenly and Then / 12th Biennale de Lyon / Lyon
Lonely Girl / Curated by A. / Martos Gallery / New York
Sneakererotics: Further Material for a Theory of the Young-Girl / Curated by 
R. Peckham / Edouard Malingue Gallery / Hong Kong
Art Baja Tijuana / Casa GS / Tijuana
Things That Turn Your Brain to Mush / Museum of Contemporary Art / 
Santa Barbara
ZonaMACO / Steve Turner Contemporary / Mexico City

2012
E-Vapor-8 / Curated by F. Gavin / 319 Scholes / Brooklyn
Ex-Girlfriends in the Age of Drones / Curated by U. Tittel / Naherholung 
Strenchen / Berlin

2011
December / De Joode & Kamutzki Winter Auction / Berlin
LikeArtBasel / Miami Art Basel / Curated by R. Ripps / Sponsored by 
Artspace / Miami 
Notes on a New Nature / Curated by N. O’Brien / 319 Scholes / New York
PDF / Curated by P. Gantert / Allegra LaViola Gallery / New York
Empty Orchestra / Curated by G. Park and S. Rodgers / Eastside Projects 
at Birmingham Contemporary Art Forum / Birmingham
Collect the WWWorld: The Artist as Archivist in the Internet Age / Curated 
by D. Quaranta / Settimana dell’Arte / Brescia
Life on the Screen / Curated by P. Bard / RE/Mixed Media Festival / New 
York

Keepin’it real / Curated by R. Juan / HungryMan Gallery / Chicago
3 Screenings: Eruption / Curated by E. Fleischauser and J. McLean / 
Backspace Collective / Peoria
Video Village 2011: New Media Expeditions / Curated by N. Collier and S. 
Szerlip / Index Art Center / Newark
Life on the Screen / Curated by P. Bard / Joyce Yahouda Gallery / Montreal
Graphics Interchange Format / Curated by P. Johnson / Mulberry Gallery / 
Denison University / Granville
Getting Closer / Fe Arts Gallery / Pittsburgh
Internet Livre / SESC Ribeirao Preto / Sao Paulo

2010
BYOB LA / Gayle & Ed Roski MFA Gallery / University of Southern Califor-
nia / Los Angeles
Sister Sister City / Curated by L. Lawson / Thomas Solomon Gallery @ 
Cottage Home / Los Angeles
Domain: Webkam / Live Performance in collaboration with Rhizome.org / 
SJ01 Biennial / San Jose
Do I Know You / Inman Gallery / Houston
Today and Tomorrow’s 5th Birthday Speed Show / or@nin net Internet cafe 
/ Berlin
Made in Internet / Curated by M. Ramocki / Artbook Festival / Krakow
VHS AIDS / Preteen Gallery / Hermosillo
Multiplex / Curated by VVORK / Peer to Space Sun Galleries / Munich
Surfing Club / Plug.in Gallery / Basel
Surfing Club / Espace Multimedia Gantner / Bourogne
MiArt Art Now! / Milan Art Fair / Gloria Maria Gallery / Milan
The Brakhage Center Symposium / University of Colorado Boulder / 
Boulder
Playlist / Neoncampbase / Bologna
Preteen Gallery @ Circa Labs / Puerto Rico
Don’t Worry, Be Happy / Showroom Mama / Rotterdam

2009
No Hay Banda / Reference Galllery / Richmond
Funny Games / Curated by J. James / Load of Fun Gallery / Baltimore



Spun 2: art light noise new video art / Monkeytown / New York
The True Artist Helps the World by Revealing Mystic Truths / Rapture Heap 
/ Liberty Corner / Dublin
My Biennale Is Better Than Yours / Xth Biennale de Lyon / Lyon
Screen Grab / The Nightingale Theatre / Chicago
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FEATURE

Artsy

5 Shows by Emerging Artists You Can See Online.
Petra Cortright, Team Gallery

Petra Cortright has seen a fair share of success with her playful, inter-
net-mined multimedia work. Just last year, the Museum of Modern Art ac-
quired the California native’s influential 2007 piece VVEBCAM, and her work 
will be on view later this year in a group show at the Museum of Contempo-
rary Art Chicago.

For her first solo exhibition with Team Gallery, Cortright filled the gallery’s 
Grand Street space with an immersive abstract landscape. Much like the 
ever-evolving Northern Lights, the focal installation borderline aurora bore-
alis (2020) has many appearances. The work’s depth, color, and scale shift 
depending on where the viewer stands within the hundreds of translucent 
layers. “I wanted to make a show that highlighted the process in which I 
work, and to make it simple for people to see the layers in a very literal, 
physical way,” Cortright told Artsy.

Cortright is known for creating 2D landscapes by layering painterly marks, 
pixelated shapes, and seemingly miscellaneous images in Photoshop. She 
prints the finished product onto materials like aluminum, linen, or glossy 
paper. Her painting process—which can be seen in other works in the show, 
like dss hack_”l’histoire de la sociologie” _sexual psychology and ERNEST 
HEMINGWAY_exotic houseplants+FEMME NIKITA (both 2019)—is echoed 
at a massive, deconstructed scale in the show’s namesake installation.

“I’ve wanted to do this show for a while now,” Cortright said. “It’s a very 
simple concept but a very labor and cost intensive show to prep, print, and 
produce.” Although Cortright admitted that preparation for the show was 
tedious at times, she said of the experience: “we figured so many things out, 
and now I wanna do a ton of shows like this :)”

Sarah Dotson

Originally published on https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-5-emerg-
ing-artists-online, March 2020.



REVIEW

The Brooklyn Rail 
Petra Cortright: borderline aurora borealis

Petra Cortright has staked her claim on the art media of today: the mediated 
modes of digital art. In the past, viewers saw paintings in terms of brush-
strokes, canvas, frame, and the wall. But today we are challenged to rely 
on machines as well. Perhaps now we can finally admit that perception is 
not immediate, that our eyes are mechanical devices sending stimuli to our 
brain that we must analyze by means of experience and memory. In relying 
on digital modes of production and circulation, Cortright’s current exhibition 
at Team Gallery puts phenomenological cards on the table, and we have to 
play our hand as best we can.

Cortright captures fragmented images—many sourced from the internet—
and prints them onto sheets of industrial vinyl or other translucent materials 
which are then hung from the gallery’s ceiling. This combination of digital 
and physical collage creates effects similar to those of classical Chinese 
landscape renderings, an aesthetic related to calligraphy, itself a two-di-
mensional mode. 

There is a wonderful material analogy between the virtual and the actual in 
Cortright’s translation of traditional Chinese scroll paintings on silk into the 
contemporary medium of vinyl. The layering of images on the translucent 
sheets conveys a sense of the volume, texture, and depth of the forms as 
they’d be depicted in pigment. In these draped images, we can reach to-
ward meditative experiences and stages of awareness as we negotiate the 
soft gray forms of Cortright’s mountains from different eye levels.

These peaceful scenes play in counterpoint to other hanging passages in 
which we can frolic among vigorous Pollock-like gestures; Helen Franken-
thaler’s pastel lyricism and elegance; Monet’s warm and succulent waterlil-
ies; and Cy Twombly’s frenzied scratches. Then, looking back to 19th-cen-
tury romanticism, we can detect dark, moody associations reminiscent of 
Constable that draw us into the woods of Cortright’s mind. At the other end 
of the spectrum are slices of the decorative, from the palette of lifestyle guru 

Martha Stewart to the nostalgic, floral designs of Britain’s Liberty of London. 
All are part of Cortright’s DNA.

In spite of the coolness of Cortright’s medium, her work reads as warm, per-
sonal, even sentimental, as its digital layers conjure memories and the emo-
tional experience of time. Moreover, she works quickly and spontaneously, 
favoring found images that are roughly produced. As she told Cultured 
magazine in 2018:

The abstraction in my work comes from using really bad quality images. I 
don’t feel bad about ripping shitty things apart. If it is really high definition 
with beautiful details it feels more precious. Why abstract that? I want to cut 
up things that aren’t working on their own.

Although she is a digital painter Cortright also embraces tradition, and while 
her medium is new, she does not shy away from redeploying something old. 
A painter who doesn’t use paint, she teaches us to look using her tools as 
we follow her lead through represented landscapes and between hanging 
sheets of abstract images. Hers are landscapes of the mind, complete with 
peaks, valleys, and vegetation rendered richly enough that we can almost 
smell the rot and roses. 

While we may be unsure of how to evaluate an exhibition that we are not 
viewing in person—we’re looking at a gallery website and judging a two-di-
mensional presentation as if it were three-dimensional—we must mentally 
fill in the dimensions and build a possible alternative space for imaginings 
and responses. 

Cortright’s post-internet practice is never far from physical experience. 
That’s where we step in.

Barbara A. MacAdam

Originally published on https://brooklynrail.org/2020/05/artseen/Petra-Cor-
tright-borderline-aurora-borealis, May 2020.
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artnet news

‘You Know the Bird That Does That Crazy Mating Dance? That Was Me’: 
Artists Petra Cortright and Marc Horowitz on Their Zany Courtship
In Artnet News’s Portraits of Love series, young creative couples offer in-
sights into their partnerships.

Sometimes romances are born of charming chance encounters and novel-
istic meet-cutes. Other times, they begin with two people drunk in a hot tub. 
The latter was the case for Petra Cortright and Marc Horowitz, two LA-based 
artists who have been together for seven years, married for four, and who 
recently welcomed a newborn baby. 

Cortright and Horowitz are the kind of couple whose dynamic makes sense 
immediately. Speaking with Artnet News over Skype last month, Marc, still 
recovering from an unpleasant episode of “bad clams and salmon roe over 
the weekend,” chugs seltzer while recounting his cocksure efforts to woo 
Petra, who is much more reserved—and yet not impervious to his strange 
humor.

“I thought you were annoying,” she says dryly.

The two are sitting in Marc’s large Altadena studio, his primary-colored can-
vases in the background. Despite making names for themselves as Post-In-
ternet kids who straddled the lines of video, performance, and other medi-
ums, both Cortright and Horowitz have migrated to painting in recent years. 
Petra opens a show of new work at Team Gallery this week, while Marc is 
prepping for forthcoming exhibitions in Yucatan and Majorca.

For the latest installment of Portraits of Love, an interview series focusing 
on the inner workings of artist couples, the two met with us to discuss the 
ways in which they’ve influenced each others’ work, how they balance their 
professional and personal lives, and how they fell in love. 

 

I read somewhere that you guys met in a hot tub. Is that true?

Marc: That’s accurate. It was in Venice, California, at the home of a friend 
we had in common.

Petra: I was hanging out with some artists who were in town. We were swim-
ming in Malibu and it was getting kind of late and cold, so I called that 
[mutual] friend—the only person I knew who lived on the west side. I said, 
“We’re cold and we don’t want to sit in rush hour traffic right now. Do you 
know anyone with a hot tub?” He was like, “It’s so weird that you’re calling 
me right now. I’m sitting in a hot tub—come over.”

Marc: I was there first, right? I was getting pretty tanked up—I had had a 
couple of beers and a little weed. Then this girl got in the hot tub and I was 
just gobsmacked. I was like, “Who is this?”

Petra: And I was just like, “That guy is so weird.” You were saying weird 
stuff, doing crazy things. Everyone was clearly thinking, “What is up with that 
guy?” But later, like three hours into meeting Marc, I realized that I knew who 
he was. I had actually read about his work when I was at Parsons, and I had 
heard our mutual friend Marisa [Olson] talk about him before.

Marc: About how handsome I was? 

Petra: No! Anyway, you were still a weirdo, but after we made the connec-
tion that we both knew Marisa, you were at least a verified weirdo. You’re 
lucky that you knew Marisa because, otherwise, I would have said there’s 
no way.

Marc: After that, it was late and we were ready to go and I was like, “Hey, Pe-
tra, I’ve got some really great mezcal—why don’t you just stay at my house?”

Petra: I needed a ride. And his house was not as messy as his behavior. He 
actually had a really nice place. There were signs of life.

Marc: I had real furniture and a big TV and a nice guest bed. You know that 
bird that does that crazy mating dance? That was me. I had made my little 
nest just right for her.

Petra: Technically I moved in with him that first night. I had just moved to LA. 
I didn’t have like a lot of stuff going on and we were partying a lot.

Marc: I remember after a couple of days, I called a friend of mine from grad 
school and said, “I’ve found the woman I’m going to marry.” He was like, 
“Bro, you’ve got to slow your roll here.” 

But you were right! So when did the proposal happen?

Marc: I proposed to her at a sushi restaurant that her parents used to go to 
in Little Tokyo. It was called Frying Fish. It had a conveyor belt.

Petra: It’s no longer there.

Marc: I got the ring and I called the sushi place to set everything up. Then I 
had to get Petra into a nearby grocery store somehow so I could sneak over 
to the restaurant. I told them, “Put it in a piece of sushi. When I ask for this 
particular sushi, you’re going to put it on the conveyor belt and it’s going 
to come around and I’m going to give it to Petra.” When I got her into the 
grocery store, she was like, “Why am I in a grocery store and why are you 
leaving? This is fishy.” No pun intended. Then the ring came around she just 
said, “What is that?”

Petra: I didn’t have the sweetest reaction. 

Marc: But she said “yes,” and that’s all that matters.

What was the wedding like?

Petra: It was a picnic-style wedding on the lawn at a friend’s house. We 
made all of the blankets that people sat on. 

Marc: My best man was an artist, Joe Reihsen. He made all of the tables. 
Petra’s family made all the pies.

Petra: A lot of friends helped out. It was really special. And Stella McCartney 
did the dress. I had just started working with her that year and was like, 
“Oh, it’s so nice to meet you and work with you. By the way, can you give 
me a wedding dress?” So I traded her a video for a custom dress. She had 
bought a few videos before. She’s amazing.

Marc: Then we recycled all the blankets afterward and Petra’s mom made 
actual quilts. She’s still using the fabric.

And you recently had your first child?

Marc: We’ve reproduced.

Petra: He was born last October. He’s wonderful.

I imagine he’s had a significant impact on the way you work?

Petra: I think the biggest thing is that it’s made us refocus our time. Before, 
I could just wake up and say, “Do I feel like working today?” Now, I’ll get a 
couple of hours [to myself], and then I just have to go to work. I think I had 
to learn to be more disciplined, but it was actually kind of nice because 
sometimes you can get in a rut when you don’t have that.

Marc: And we’re actually going out more and being more social now than 
we were prior.

Petra: We go to a lot more openings.

Marc: He’s very, very sweet. It was tough at first, though. Through those first 
few months, we were waking up every one or two hours. And then people 
are like, “But isn’t it beautiful?” And I was like, “Piss off.” But it was good. 
We were in it together, you know? We have three chihuahuas and a fish, too. 



It’s a full ticket here. 

What do your studio lives look like? Are your workspaces connected to the 
house?

Petra: Marc’s studio is in the back in a separate building behind the garden. 
I work from a small room upstairs. I’m almost like a writer because I don’t 
physically produce the work; I just work on my computers. I like to work 
from a small, cozy room, and I always have to have a bed in there. Because 
my studio has always been my computer, I got used to working out of my 
bedroom, so now I have to recreate that domestic environment to work to 
do my best work.

Marc: I’m the opposite. I spread, man. Our studio before this was 9,000 
square feet. It had an indoor archery range—I mean it was like some Bruce 
Wayne shit. Petra hated it because it was so cavernous.

Petra: I never liked that place. Being in an outside studio made me feel like 
I had a job. I hated it.

Marc: In that regard, we’re very different. I work with my hands, I like to 
feel my way through materials. She’s on her computer. I thank baby Jesus 
that we’re not the same kind of painter because I think that that would be 
a nightmare.

Petra: I love being an artist; I love art and there are a lot of amazing people 
in the art world. But at the same time, the art world can be a toxic place. 
There’s a lot of jealousy and people can be extremely careerist. I think for 
us having a family and a home was always really important—it can protect 
us from that toxicity.

Marc: It was always important for us to have more than one reason to exist. 
We never wanted to live and die by going to openings.

Despite garnering a lot of attention early on in your careers for your work in 
digital media, you’ve both turned toward painting in recent years. Have you 

influenced each other in that way?

Petra: Yeah, for sure. We’re definitely huge fans of color. I’ll actually come in 
and take pictures of his underpaintings—I take the textures and use them in 
my work. He gets so mad.

Marc: I like the cross-pollination. I think it’s very important, if you’re going to 
be in a relationship with another artist. I’ll ask her for advice when I’m work-
ing on something. There’s a painting of hers that’s in the upstairs hallway 
that I stare at when I wake up in the morning and it’s been a tremendous 
influence on me. I love seeing it every single day. I know that painting in and 
out now. We also share the same books and we’ll send each other a bunch 
of jokes all day long.

Petra: But we have pretty different working styles. You’re a planner. You like 
to talk about your work before you make it and look at other peoples’ work, 
too. I can’t talk to anyone. I just need total silence. I need to be by myself.

You two collaborated for a joint show at the BANK Gallery in Shanghai in 
2018. Was that the first time you properly teamed up? 

Petra: Actually, the first time we collaborated was for a Stella McCartney 
menswear video. I wasn’t really sure how it was going to go because we had 
never worked together, but it was fine. We had a good time doing it. We both 
come from a video background so it wasn’t that crazy.

Marc: She used her webcam and I used this old VHS camera.

Petra: My part took like five minutes; yours took forever.

Did the Shanghai show go that way too?

Petra: Yeah, I think so. I thought the paintings for the BANK show looked 
good together. We are not minimalists; we always have a lot of color in the 
work. That’s probably the biggest crossover between us—the palette. We 
both love color so much. It’s the thing I think that we enjoy talking about 

the most. 

Marc, I was looking back at some coverage of you early on in your career. 
There were some interesting choices in the facial hair department. Especial-
ly the mustache—I really was struck by that. Petra, how do you feel about 
that mustache? Time for him to bring it back?

Marc: Oh my God.

Petra: So bad.

Marc: There were a lot of bad hair decisions—I had a mullet, a rat tail, a chin 
strap. I was out of control.

Petra: If I had met him then it would have been a hard pass.

Marc: The rat tail was my favorite, though. And I had a pseudonym that I 
worked under: Burt Dollot. Burt Dollot plus a rat tail was just—that was some 
shady, used-car-salesman stuff.

Petra: So creepy. But Marc is a nice guy, though. He’s really funny. He takes 
really good care of me.

Marc: And we have a hot tub at this house now!

Maybe future artist couples will meet there.

Petra: I hope so!

Marc: That would be amazing.

As told to Taylor Dafoe.

Originally published on https://news.artnet.com/art-world/petra-cor-
tright-marc-horowitz-1791714, March 2020.
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Mousse Magazine
Joy of Missing Out: Petra Cortright

Petra Cortright is a self-declared “punk at heart.” She first gained renown for 
her intimate self-portrait videos that employed her computer’s webcam and 
default effects tools; today, working at a fast pace to keep up with the ADHD 
tempo of internet production, she makes digital paintings in Photoshop us-
ing appropriated images, icons, and marks scoured from the abysses of the 
web. Her flowery, colorful, digital palimpsest-compositions, which she prints 
on aluminum, linen, paper, and acrylic, strongly evidence their own making.
On the occasion of Cortright’s first solo show in Portugal, Computer Paint-
ings on Linen, currently on view at Galeria Duarte Sequeira, Braga, the artist 
chats about her working tools and methodologies: wearing gamer glasses; 
Pinterest as a source of mouthfuls of domestic images; Martha Stewart Liv-
ing magazine (she’s an affectionate subscriber); the sense of getting older 
alongside the internet while disseminating ruins all around it; and her new-
found JOMO—“joy of missing out.” The exchange is topped off with a good 
dose of emoticons, proving that the ex-“cam girl” who swindled YouTube 
some ten years ago might have entered a new stage of her life, but her 
punkish attitude most definitely remains. ;.)

CHIARA MOIOLI: Tell me about your working methods for making your dig-
ital paintings, some of which are currently showing in Computer Paintings 
on Linen at Galeria Duarte Sequeira. I’m so enticed by the image of you 
wearing your gamer glasses, working at breakneck speed to “keep up with 
the internet.”

PETRA CORTRIGHT: I work in Photoshop and, when I’m being good, I keep 
everything tightly organized—from the images I pull off the internet onto my 
desktop, to file naming systems and layer naming. I’m not always good, 
though.

CM: When making a digital painting, you start with what you call a “mother 
file,” which I assume is a .psd Photoshop file, and then add a colossal num-

ber of layers. How do you decide when a painting is “done”?

PC: I save variations as the file is being made. When I like a combination, I 
save it. I’m done when I’m too tired to work on it anymore.

CM: What about your infatuation with Pinterest as a place to source imag-
ery? Would you say it’s related to archetypal gender behaviors? There’s a 
sort of “girly haze” associated with that platform.

PC: I’m definitely interested in domestic images and the domestic space. 
I am a longtime subscriber to the homemaking magazine Martha Stewart 
Living, which I always look at to get ideas for paintings. Sometimes I think 
of those domestic images as modern-day still-lifes. So much work goes into 
making the images you see there, or on Pinterest, so as to deliberately in-
spire envy—they’re designed to make you wish your home or your life was 
like that. Nobody’s life is ever like that, but I do appreciate striving for the 
fantasy. It’s an interesting topic, and when I get into that mindset, I want to 
create the worlds seen in my paintings.

CM: Have you ever had legal issues related to your deliberate acts of ap-
propriation?

PC: Not really. I change things quite a bit while I’m working. It’s usually pretty 
clear that something has been altered far from the original—if you even can 
tell that there was “an original.” But even if I didn’t alter anything, there are 
already such huge precedents in art for modes of intentional appropriation.

CM: How did the transition from making almost exclusively videos via web-
cam to painting come about? I’m interested in the swing that occurred from 
you being the sole subject of your works, which were very intimate and 
diaristic, to digital impressionism and expressionism with an accent on ges-
tures.

PC: I was making still images—paintings and drawings—well before the 
videos started. 2D has always been my strongest medium. The videos just 
got more attention when I started making them. They have a certain energy 

that captured very specific times in my life, and I created them entirely for 
myself while I was going through a lot personally. I’m just not in those fraught 
headspaces anymore, so making the videos now feels almost inauthentic.

CM: What impact have blogs like Paint Fx and others dealing with had on 
shaping your painting style and method?

PC: I knew those guys—Jon Rafman and Parker Ito—but I didn’t hang out 
with them as much as this other group called Nasty Nets. They were more 
my bros :’) and I was much more influenced by them. But I wanted to carve 
out my own aesthetics, and what I was doing felt very separate from all 
those guys. There were a lot of guys.

CM: You witnessed the metamorphic shift from the “dusk” of early net art 
(aka when digital art was “best pursued when cooped up in a state-spon-
sored computer lab in newly liberated Estonia,” as Bruce Sterling put it), 
to steadily participating in the shaping of the Surfing Club scene, to finally 
landing under the umbrella of “post-internet art.”1 What was it like to expe-
rience the whole thing unwrapping in real time? Did you feel an awareness 
during the process? And did you identify with the “post-internet” label at 
first?

PC: The label never bothered me because I don’t get bothered by words in 
general. I think people get too hung up on things they cannot control. The 
internet is very different today than it was back then: I felt a lot more freedom 
and genuine connections then, but that could also have just been because 
I was young. A lot of young people right now enjoy what the internet has to 
offer; I’m just not one of them anymore :.) It’s not even that I dislike it—I just 
don’t care as much about certain things. I am trying to disconnect more, 
whereas before it was almost an obsession with connection and figuring out 
what I wanted from life. Now I have some of those pressing things more fig-
ured out, and have taken on a lot of responsibilities to put them into action. 
There are stakes, things to lose––I’m no longer playing with “house money,” 
so to speak. It changes you, but that’s okay. Life is not supposed to be 
always the same; there are different phases.

CM: Starting right with your landing page—an (almost) infinite scroll of a 
vertical line made of arrows pointing to a link reading “CLIKC HEER you sick 
Mugs”—your website seemed to be your pride and glory—a vitrine for your 
universe made of crumbs scoured from the abysses of the internet. When 
clicking on the most recent link in your homepage—“2012 – 2019_*_____ 
IT’S ALL RIGHT HEER”—we are redirected to an animated GIF showing how 
to Google your name. How has your relationship with your website, and with 
the internet at large, changed over the last five or so years?

PC: People used to check personal websites and rely on them to see work, 
but now with social media nobody does that. I’m just letting the website rot. 
I don’t like to delete online profiles, I just like to leave ruins all around the 
internet. There are horrors from my twenties sprayed all over the net if you 
know where to look. One day they will be dust, if they aren’t already :.)

CM: The concept of beauty comes up often with reference to your practice. 
How would you define the term in relation to your universe? What’s beauty 
to you?

PC: Obviously it’s subjective, but I find a lot of beauty in the natural world. 
It’s a classic subject that can be revisited endlessly.

CM: Your work possesses a playful halo, distinguished by a specific taste 
that is a mix of instinctiveness, sincerity, naïveté, and DIY punk attitude. 
What’s left of the “cam girl” who swindled YouTube some ten years ago,2 
today?

PC: I think I’ll always be a punk at heart. I don’t have to worry about losing it; 
I’ve just learned to refine it over the years so I can function better and not be 
at the mercy of circumstance. I simply don’t want to be fucked with. There is 
always a chance for that attitude to come back full throttle >:)

Chiara Moioli

Originally published on http://moussemagazine.it/joy-of-missing-out-pe-
tra-cortright-chiara-moioli-galeria-duarte-sequeira-braga-2019/, July, 2019



INTERVIEW

The creative independent
On having the confidence to create anything you want
An interview with artist Petra Cortright

When I first saw your work in 2009, you’d already shown in some museums 
and galleries, but it still felt like your primary audience was the internet. 
How did the experience of sharing work through the internet shape your 
practice?

PC: At that time, I’d been in a handful of group and museum shows, but I 
didn’t have any experience with the art world. I mean, the art world is still 
somewhat its own thing. But back then, I wasn’t paying attention to it. I was 
interested in my peer group on social media. I still had a lot of hustling to do, 
a lot of people to meet… looking back, I hadn’t even begun yet.

PC: You grew up surrounded by art and artists. Was it natural for you to 
follow that path, or was there a temptation to resist it? What’s been the best 
art advice that your mom’s given you?

The best thing I got from the people I grew up with, especially from my mom, 
is the confidence to create anything I wanted. I have a natural confidence 
with art that I don’t have with, say, soccer, and I think that’s why I made a big 
decision to stop playing sports and keep going with art. It felt like the easy 
way out, which is a funny thing to say because art is hard. I’m also very stub-
born, secretly. I didn’t get good grades in art school because I did whatever 
the fuck I was going to do, no matter who told me what. I’ve had boyfriends 
who were like, “You need to learn to speak more articulately about your 
work.” People have tried to change me. I might agree on the outside, but on 
the inside I’m thinking, “No, fuck you. You don’t know what you’re saying. I 
know what I’m doing.” I got that attitude from my mom. It’s served me well.

As far as your creative work is concerned, how do you define success, and 
how do you define failure?

PC: I started out making work because I wanted to have a nice desktop wall-
paper for my computer. Weirdly, that’s still my measure now. I make things 
that I want to look at, that I want to live with, that I want to see everyday. 
When I first started making work, I wanted to have a cool LiveJournal. It was 
all about getting street cred on the ‘net back then. It’s still the same now, 
even with physical paintings. They’re things I want to have in my house, or 
around.

Success is being able to live with as little pain as possible, and then failure 
is the necessary pain that you need to go through. It’s all about managing 
pain levels for me.

How have materials changed for you over the past few years? What have 
you been drawn to, in particular, and why?

PC: The best part about making digital work is that my core practice doesn’t 
have to change, but I can constantly test out new printing technologies and 
materials. It’s important for me to be able to make things without limits, and 
not feel restricted by materials. I keep my work digital, and then have fun 
with the printing. I’ve used aluminum, silk, raw belgian linen, and cotton rag 
paper linen. I love it all. The file, or the mood of the file, changes with each 
material, so I’m constantly testing out new ones. It seems like every couple 
of years, there’s a new process that comes out. I sit back, wait around, talk 
to people, and continue with my digital practice. I prefer making work like 
that because I’m not forcing it too much.

What’s one habit that you fight against, and how do you do it?

PC: If I could get away with it, I’d never go to another exhibition opening 
(mine or other people’s). It’s an uncomfortable and boring format. I love see-
ing my friends. I love seeing their work. I’d just rather see it at their house, 
or my house, or even on the internet. For many years, my main exposure to 
art was through the internet. I remember seeing so much new work through 
VVORK. Of course, I’ll still go to openings and show up for my friends be-
cause it’s very important to support artists. But I’m also someone who likes 
being alone and experiencing art that way.

What are the ideal circumstances for creating new work? Do you have any 
rituals?

PC: My biggest thing is that I don’t create work for anything in particular. I’m 
constantly making and then, later on, I’ll assign pieces to a particular show. 
It’s better for me when I don’t know where a work’s going because otherwise 
I start thinking about people in that city who might see it and the expecta-
tions around it. I much prefer creating with nothing on the line. That’s the 
best: no pressure. I’m pretty ahead of production at this point, so that’s 
good, and there isn’t a great urgency to produce. It’s taken a few years to 
learn how to do that, though.

Your studio in LA is a well-oiled machine. What have been the most import-
ant business lessons you’ve learned as an artist? Do you have a philosophy 
for your approach?

PC: I remember there was a time a couple of years ago when I realized that 
it could be someone’s full-time job to manage and run the studio. It was a 
difficult jump to make, but that’s when everything took off. I’ve had very, very 
good studio managers—first Lex Brown, and now Geneva Skeen. They’re 
both incredibly competent, and have kept things running so well. Geneva is 
a musician and is doing great in her own career, too. Before I hired them, I 
wrote a lot of apology emails. I’d go through my inbox every six months and 
try to clean up the mess, un-offend all of the people that I hadn’t responded 
to, or deal with things that I let slip.

Eventually, I made a personal decision to be responsible, become an adult, 
stop avoiding things, and act professionally. Now I try to keep communica-
tion really clear, and really brief. I used to write insanely long, stream-of-con-
sciousness emails. I guess it’s a funny look to be kind of crazy, borderline 
mentally ill, when you’re young. As I get older, though, I’ve kept the spirit of 
the craziness to fuel the work, but not so much in the logistics of my practice.

Oh, and I always forget that the way that I decided to become an adult was 
to stop drinking alcohol and doing drugs. It made everything too hard—
even getting groceries was difficult while doing that kind of stuff. I wouldn’t 

do anything normal. And now, everything is so much easier.

What’s a typical day like in your studio?

PC: I don’t work every day. Geneva comes to the house several days a 
week, and the rest of the week she works from home because I like to have 
days when I’m not thinking about art logistics stuff. It helps me focus. I’ll 
have a painting day every once in awhile. I play around with sometimes hav-
ing really long painting sessions, but lately I’ve been actually doing shorter 
sessions more frequently. It depends. Also, it depends on the schedule of 
soccer games and what’s going on with that. I find that watching soccer and 
playing with my dogs really, really helps me make work.

I’m a horrible role model because I don’t have a very strong work ethic. But 
when I do work, I’m incredibly efficient and every single thing that I make 
gets used in multiple ways. When I’m making a painting, it might also be-
come a video, or I’ll isolate a paint stroke and turn it into a marble sculpture. 
Every single thing I do has multiple outputs. I have a specific way of working 
that makes sense for me and my personality, and keeps things balanced in 
my head. I don’t think it could apply to very many other people.

How would you describe the way you make work?

PC: I do everything backwards. I learn enough so that I can do what I need 
to do, but I won’t go the extra mile to actually master it so that it’s really pol-
ished. I have a punk attitude where I think, “Okay, if I just know 25% of what I 
need to know, then I can finish that project.” It’s a rebellious thing. I definitely 
don’t use Photoshop properly. I’ve mastered the way I want to use it, but I 
couldn’t retouch a photo or make something look realistic. It would end up 
looking like a meme as if a 12-year-old cut something up and made it.

The pricing model that you developed for your YouTube videos—which was 
based on the work’s current view count—was a breakthrough in many ways 
because it provided scarcity while also addressing the value of the atten-
tion economy. Now that you’re making physical works, are these ideas still 
relevant to your practice?



The view-count model made sense in the earlier days of YouTube. Nowa-
days, view counts can be so easily altered by bots that it’s not as interest-
ing to me anymore. I get depressed thinking about view counts and likes 
because it’s become such a cynical, mainstream concept. It’s an affliction 
within our society. We’re just starting to see how bad things have gotten as 
a result of social media. I struggle with that because in some ways the world 
has always felt like it’s falling apart. Things seemed pretty bad in the Middle 
Ages, so I don’t know. I try not to think about it.

With the paintings, I really like when people photograph and share the work. 
I’m so unorganized when I do studio visits (even when Geneva has every-
thing organized, if she sends me something I’ll lose it in a weird place on my 
computer), that I end up having to Google myself to see where a piece went. 
It’s helpful when other people document my work because I’m irresponsible. 
It makes it easier for me.

How would you describe your relationship to social media now?

PC: Twitter’s the only thing that I still care about, because of soccer. But I’m 
sure even Twitter will go away eventually. I remember before it was possible 
to fave a tweet or to retweet. All you could do was send thoughts out into 
the universe, which was very poetic. There was a time when a lot of the 
internet was poetic and now it’s completely surveilled and commodified. 
Maybe it never was poetic but, for me, as a young person, it felt that way 
and it doesn’t anymore.

I use Instagram for show announcements, but stopped using it for personal 
posts. There have been times when my mom will come over and she’ll be 
on her phone, looking at social media. I’ll be like, “What are you doing? We 
don’t see each other that often. Why are you looking at that?” People are 
obsessed with the infinite scroll.

I struggle with being “that person” who complains about how things used 
to be better because that’s not productive. I hated when I was younger and 
people would tell me how good things used to be, and I’d be like, “Well, 
fuck you. Thanks for creating such a shitty world for me to exist in.” Now, 
how do I answer that? How do I say to a 15-year-old: “Oh yeah, I liked the 

internet 10 years ago. You were five then, so you won’t ever know about it.” 
I don’t know what the alternative is to social media but I want to be hopeful 
for young people now that I’m old.

What’s something you wish someone would’ve told you when you began 
making art?

PC:I don’t think people talk enough about the danger of stopping making 
art. You should never stop making stuff—even if it’s in secret, or you don’t 
tell anyone. I’ve seen so many artists stop making their work out of fear, or 
pressure, or… there are so many reasons. They trick themselves into think-
ing that they can start again, but then 10 years go by and they haven’t made 
anything. It’s dangerous to stop making things.

Petra Cortright recommends:

The Art of Flight – I tell people it’s my favorite snowboarding movie, but it’s 
actually my favorite movie. It’s so beautiful.

Naoshima – It’s Japan’s art island. They have, in my opinion, the best art 
museum in the entire world: Chichu Art Museum. I cried in the Monet room… 
and that was the second time I’d been there.

Din Tai Fung restaurant – I recommend the pork xiaolongbao :)

Eden Hazard – He’s my favorite soccer player.

Santa Barbara in general, but also Brophy Brothers – It’s on the harbor, and 
it’s just a really relaxing restaurant. Very good.

Lindsay Howard

Originally published on https://thecreativeindependent.com/people/visu-
al-artist-petra-cortright-on-having-the-confidence-to-create-anything-you-
want/, May, 2018
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Petra Cortright turns camgirling into feminist art

Petra Cortright has been putting her image online for over a decade. As her 
new show ‘CAM WORLS’ opens in Los Angeles, the pioneering post-internet 
artist talks selfies vs. self-portraits, and why she doesn’t use Snapchat.

In 2007, Petra Cortright was an art student at the Parsons School of Design 
in New York. She wasn’t making digital art, that is, until she had a video art 
assignment. Not wanting the hassle of lugging heavy video equipment back 
and forth to school, she bought a webcam for $20.

She started making video art with the webcam as the director, actor and 
editor and shot all her videos in real time and with only one take. Cortright 
then started uploading her work to YouTube — back before YouTuber was 
a noun — because it was easier than bringing a USB to class.

But who knew these simple (practical) decisions would change the course 
of video and internet art in the future to come? Cortright shrugs at the 
thought looking back on how she trail-blazed the selfie, the online persona 
and internet art. “I just feel lucky I’m still making a living as an artist,” she 
tells me over the phone, as she drives with her husband Marc Horowitz 
down a freeway in Los Angeles. “It all feels easy and normal to me.”

This weekend, Cortright shows over 50 video art pieces made over the past 
11 years, from the webcam videos she first made as a student at Parsons 
to her most recent fashion videos shot for Stella McCartney. The exhibition, 
entitled CAM WORLS (an intentional misspelling of Cam World), is on now 
at UTA Artist Space in Los Angeles.

The show is billed as a survey, but Cortright begs to differ. “I’m too young 
to have a retrospective,” says the 31-year-old artist. “Ten years is a nice 
pause point to do this. It’s the biggest collection of my videos ever to be 

shown together.”

Cortright is a pioneering digital artist who started making live videos long 
before streaming was the trend it is today. She led a new kind of internet art 
with her desktop experiments, which are now a part of internet art history. 
She started using digital filters and emoji-like effects, long before smart-
phones made them ubiquitous.

Looking back, she sees this early video work as a series in itself. “It’s a 
whole range of emotions,” said Cortright. “I made [the videos] at so many 
different points in my life. Throughout your 20s, you’re going through a lot, 
moving around a lot, it’s crazy to see them all in one place, they’re very 
personal.”

There are videos of the artist spinning around in an office chair until she 
feels sick, videos of her playing with her ponytail, and videos where she 
flicks through various video effects on consumer-grade webcams — adding 
emoji-like bows and transporting herself to the beach. “They were all re-
corded live, no post-production,” she says, “It was just me sitting in front of 
the computer, pressing record, doing a little something and pressing stop. 
They’re very spontaneous.”

The kind of filters she was using a decade ago just recently reached Snap-
chat, Facebook Messenger, and Instagram Stories. “The technology has 
been around for a long time, so I’m really surprised it took so long,” she said. 
“It’s not new technology, but it’s quite fun to play with and people love it.”

Though she has been putting videos of herself online for over a decade, 
Cortright isn’t all about the smartphone. “I actually don’t use Snapchat or 
other social media outlets, I prefer computers,” said Cortright. “I’m not a big 
smartphone person. I’m going to be an old decrepit person hovering over a 
desktop while all my kids have their smartphones.”

Though the videos feature Cortright with various digital filters — from a wa-
ter-type effect distorting her face to fake fires — she doesn’t see them as 
selfies. “When you think of smartphones, you think of the selfie, but these 



videos are not selfie work,” she says. “There’s a big difference between 
a selfie and a self-portrait and I’ve always considered the videos more 
self-portrait than selfie.”

The videos are not always recorded at flattering angles, unlike selfies, and 
there is no Facetune. The self-portrait videos represent the places where 
Cortright has traveled (even though they’re mostly shot in anonymous-look-
ing rooms with white backgrounds). ”I made them in Mexico City, Tokyo, 
Santa Barbara, Berlin, everywhere,” she says. “A selfie has a different spirit 
about it, but webcams are low resolution and everyone looks quite nice 
because there is higher contrast. I hate camera phones, its high-def but not 
in a nice way, I’m not an HD person.”

She is exhibiting one video from 2012 called “I’m a Selfie,” where she takes 
selfies on her smartphone like a conceited teenager. “A few videos in the 
show are kind of a joke,” she says. “But five years ago, selfies were less 
widespread than they are now.”

Cortright is more recently known for her digital paintings (She made a Pixel 
2 smartphone case with Google), but she returned to video in 2016 when 
she started collaborating with designer Stella McCartney. “I love working 
with Stella,” she says. “It feels very easy, I am really into low-definition, now 
everyone wants things slick and polished and high definition, but when we 
started working together, I told her, “look I’m a nerd, I’m not into these big, 
high production things,” and they were fine with that. I always felt like myself, 
that’s always what you want to feel in a collaboration.”

The videos range from a series of McCartney collab shorts from 2015 to 
2017, including one inspired by the colors in McCartney’s spring 2016 
collection, and one where Cortright jumps rope while wearing StellaSport 
sneakers, from McCartney’s collaboration with adidas.

Cortright’s approach to video now is the same as when she made her first 
video art piece from art school. “I always do something simple to maximize 
its effect,” says Cortright. “What’s the best way to show it in the shortest 
amount of time? My videos don’t need to be longer than two minutes and 

99% of my videos are done in one take. The first shot is usually the best 
one.”

Nadja Sayej

Originally published on https:https://i-d.vice.com/en_us/article/kzpxvv/pe-
tra-cortright-turns-camgirling-into-feminist-art, February, 2018

REVIEW

Artforum
Critics’ Picks / London

To call Petra Cortright an internet or post-internet artist would be similar to 
calling Matisse and Monet paint artists. They were painters all right, but 
that’s not really saying much, is it? There is, in Cortright’s work, a mesmer-
izing core of formalism, a newly relevant medium specificity for the cogni-
tive gluttonous distraction of the brazenly immaterial. “ORANGE BLOSSOM 
PRINCESS FUCKING BUTTERCUP,” Cortright’s first solo exhibition at this 
gallery’s London location, brings the manifold beguilements of her digital 
steamrolling into a tightly delightful showcase of canvases and flat-screen 
videos. And “flat-screen” is the operative word here. Cortright composes 
her pieces by layering their copious constituent files into final pancake of 
Photoshop “mother files.” Such works flatten the layered and immersive as-
pects of the digital economy, simultaneously parading and exacerbating its 
manipulative properties. Cortright’s mother files are built up from the end-
less iteration of what are profoundly private visual, temporal, and spatial 
entities. They are the wet-dream actors of adolescent sexual rehearsals, 
solipsistic webcam posturing, and distracted-browsing self-indulgence. 
Would you ever act out a real-life equivalent to an emoji in a conversation? 
Of course not. Cortright’s works disrupt the comforting stability that would 
confine the digital to the servilely personal, and make a frantically gorgeous 
show of it. Where Impressionism’s heyday hypnotized us with its dynamic 
vibrancy in indulging the wondrous relish of the ordinary, Cortright’s new 
digital formalism unmoors the cognitive comforts of the private in a seduc-
tive sumptuousness of pageantry and inexhaustible possibilities.

Valerie Mindlin

Originally published on https://www.artforum.com/picks/id=64684, October, 
2016
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The New York Times 
The Mission to Save Vanishing Internet Art

In the 1990s, art found a new medium. Anarchic and unconstrained, the 
World Wide Web attracted an oddball collection of people ready to do al-
most anything and call it art. Often their work looked weird and amateurish, 
with pixelated graphics, tinny chiptune music and garish colors. But what it 
lacked aesthetically it made up for in conviction.

In Australia, four women who styled themselves VNS Matrix posted a “Cy-
berfeminist Manifesto for the 21st Century,” followed by a vagina-framed 
poster in which they joyously proclaimed themselves “saboteurs of big dad-
dy mainframe.” In Moscow, a young woman named Olia Lialina created 
“My Boyfriend Came Back From the War,” a forking narrative, poignant and 
oblique, that combined text with grainy black-and-white imagery. An anony-
mous woman in Amsterdam, eventually identified as Martine Neddam, built 
a brightly colored site that purported to be the home page of a 13-year-old 
named Mouchette, after the girl in the 1967 Robert Bresson film who finds a 
life of torment and abuse too much to bear.

In the early days of the web, art was frequently a cause and the internet was 
an alternate universe in which to pursue it. Two decades later, preserving 
this work has become a mission. As web browsers and computer operating 
systems stopped supporting the software tools they were built with, many 
works have fallen victim to digital obsolescence. Later ones have been 
victims of arbitrary decisions by proprietary internet platforms — as when 
YouTube deleted Petra Cortright’s video “VVEBCAM” on the grounds that it 
violated the site’s community guidelines. Even the drip paintings Jackson 
Pollock made with house paint have fared better than art made by manip-
ulating electrons. Now the digital art organization Rhizome is setting out to 
bring some stability to this evanescent medium. At a symposium to be held 
Thursday, Oct. 27, at the New Museum, its longtime partner and backer, 
Rhizome plans to start an ambitious archiving project. Called Net Art An-

thology, it is to provide a permanent home online for 100 important artworks, 
many of which have long since disappeared from view. With a $201,000 
grant from the Chicago-based Carl & Marilynn Thoma Art Foundation, Rhi-
zome will release a newly refurbished work once a week for the next two 
years, starting with the 1991 “Cyberfeminist Manifesto.” By 2018, Rhizome 
will be presenting works by artists such as Cory Arcangel and Ms. Cortright.

In addition to salvaging the past, the aim is to tell the story of Internet-based 
art in an online gallery that serves much the same narrative function as the 
galleries in the Museum of Modern Art. “There’s a sense of amnesia about 
the history these things have,” Michael Connor, Rhizome’s artistic director, 
said as he sat in the New Museum’s ground-floor cafe. “This is an opportu-
nity to really be rigorous.”

Broadly speaking, the story Rhizome is telling can be divided into two parts, 
with the dot-com collapse of 2000-1 as the inflection point. The post-bubble 
side looks relatively familiar, facilitated as it is by high-speed, always-on 
connections and characterized by rapid commercialization and the emer-
gence of social media and streaming video platforms like Facebook (2004), 
YouTube (2005) and Tumblr (2007).

But before the bubble in internet stocks burst, before Google took over and 
Netscape collapsed and Apple was resurrected from near-death, the web 
was “an entirely new world,” as Mr. Arcangel, 38, put it in a telephone inter-
view from his home in Norway. “Sometimes it was not even clear what you 
were looking at — was it an artwork or a web server that was broken?” Even 
so, he knew something exciting was happening.

Mark Tribe, Rhizome’s founder, who is now the department chair of the 
M.F.A. fine arts program at the School of Visual Arts in New York, described 
that era as feeling “very new and different from everything else that was 
going on.” It also felt anti-commercial — although as Mr. Tribe pointed out, 
“it’s easy to be anti-commercial when the market doesn’t care what you’re 
doing.”

Rhizome has been part of the Net Art story from the start. Mr. Tribe, the 

son of the Harvard law professor Laurence Tribe, was a 29-year-old artist 
living in Berlin when he established it in 1996. He’d delved into the nascent 
movement at Ars Electronica, the annual electronic art festival in Austria, 
and considered it “an online community waiting to happen” — which is why 
his organization started out as a mailing list.

Its name was inspired by the French post-structuralist philosophers Gilles 
Deleuze and Pierre-Félix Guattari, whose book “A Thousand Plateaus” Mr. 
Tribe had taken to Berlin. He encountered the word “rhizome” while poring 
over the index. A biological term referring to the laterally spreading, under-
ground stem systems of plants like tulips and bamboo, it was applied here 
to the propagation of ideas. “It was a metaphor for a horizontally distributed, 
non-hierarchical network,” Mr. Tribe explained — in other words, for the 
internet.

Net Art’s political posture was characteristic of the feverish, techno-utopian 
excitement shared by netheads in general. “There was this radical idea that 
the internet was going to change the way art is made and shared,” said 
Lauren Cornell, who was Rhizome’s executive director from 2005 to 2012 
and who has since moved to the New Museum as a curator and associate 
director of technology initiatives. “That it might even do away with traditional 
institutions and gatekeepers” — that is, museums and curators.

Instead, it was Net Art that started to disappear. Rhizome began trying to 
preserve it in 1999 with the creation of ArtBase, an online archive that has 
since grown to more than 2,000 works. The organization became an affiliate 
of the New Museum in 2003, saving the group from almost-certain oblivion. 
But even then it was apparent that to keep Net Art from vanishing into the 
ether, something drastic would have to be done.

Preserving this work is not just a matter of uploading old computer files. 
“The files don’t mean anything without the browser,” Mr. Connor, 38, said. 
“And the browser doesn’t mean anything without the computer” it runs on. 
Yet browsers from 15 or 20 years ago won’t work on today’s computers, 
and computers from that era are hard to come by and even harder to keep 
working.

Dragan Espenschied, Rhizome’s preservation director, has been working 
with the University of Freiburg in Germany to develop a sophisticated soft-
ware framework that emulates outdated computing environments on current 
machines.

Another iteration of this approach is oldweb.today, which Rhizome began 
in December as a free service. Oldweb lets you time-travel online, viewing 
archived web pages from sources such as the Library of Congress in a 
window that mimics an early browser. A second Rhizome initiative is We-
brecorder, a free program that lets users build their own archives of current-
ly available web pages. That can help preserve online works being created 
today.

Too bad it wasn’t around in 2011, when YouTube deleted Ms. Cortright’s 
“VVEBCAM.” The video itself is innocuous enough: not quite two minutes of 
Ms. Cortright gazing impassively downward while cartoon figures — cats, 
dogs, parrots, pizza slices, what have you — drift across the screen. Less 
innocuous were the comments left by people who had been drawn to the 
video by the keywords she’d attached to it as bait — “names of celebrities, 
sex stuff, Pokemon, Nascar, sports, politics,” she said in a recent interview, 
a laundry list of topics that were completely irrelevant to what anyone ac-
tually saw.

“VVEBCAM” was provocative, and it got a strong response. “People were 
really nasty,” she said, “and my policy was always to respond in a way that 
was equal to or greater than the comments they made.” Rhizome intends 
to embed the video in a reconstructed YouTube player, but there’s no way 
to recreate the reaction the video provoked. “It’s not like you were taking 
screen shots,” she said. “When it’s gone, it’s gone.”

Which could be said for Net Art itself. “Net Art is not over,” Mr. Tribe said, 
“but it is over as an avant-garde art movement.” In its place is art posted to 
the internet not by art world renegades but by professionals for whom the 
internet is one medium among many — people like Ms. Cortright or Mr. Tre-
cartin, whose deliriously disjointed videos are equally at home on YouTube 
and at the Saatchi Gallery in London.



The term that’s being used is Post-Internet Art — not “post” in the sense 
that the internet is over, but that it’s ubiquitous. In the post-internet era, the 
internet is simply assumed.

“It’s different, now that everybody’s online,” said Ms. Cortright, 30. “Even 10 
years ago, it was not as much a part of people’s lives as it is today.” She 
considers it “admirable” that Rhizome has committed itself to preserving 
artifacts from a past that’s so recent and yet so distant, “Otherwise, they 
really would be lost.”

And yet, she added, “you can’t be too attached to something that’s com-
pletely fleeting. I don’t know. It just happens.”

Frank Rose 

Originally published on http://www.nytimes.com/2016/10/23/arts/design/
the-mission-to-save-vanishing-internet-art.html?_r=0, October, 2016

FEATURE 

Artsy
Petra Cortright Is the Monet of the 21st Century

Petra Cortright, the 29-year-old Californian who has emerged from the art 
world’s post-internet sensationalism of the mid-2000s, shares this affinity 
with the founder of Impressionism. And beyond botanicals, her current prac-
tice is increasingly aligned with Impressionist ideas, but for the 21st-century 
set. While Monet and his male counterparts reflected on the experience of 
seeing in late 19th-century France, Cortright does just this in the present 
moment, reflecting on the digital landscape.

Her most recent works, now on view in concurrent exhibitions at San Fran-
cisco’s Ever Gold [Projects] and Berlin’s Société, are evidence of this: dig-
ital paintings filled with flowers and water lilies that are instinctively remi-
niscent of Monet. Both shows illuminate Cortright’s multi-pronged process. 
She begins by sourcing imagery online, employing a sort of digital impasto 
technique to make what she calls “a mother file,” which she then manipu-
lates and prints onto various substrates—such as aluminum panels, sheets 
of linen, rag paper—which are layered to create the final painting, varying 
in opacity and translucency. “Each layer represents a painting permutation, 
making the combinations nearly infinite,” Cortright tells me. And as was the 
case with Impressionism, visible brushstrokes are a vital element of her new 
work. “I want the viewer to see the same brush strokes in the different ver-
sions and on the different substrates,” she explains. “All the physical pieces 
are unique, but there are deep elements of a digital process that I would 
never want to hide or remove—instead they are celebrated.”

Rather than painting en plein air, as was the Impressionist way, Cortright 
works doggedly indoors, online, in prolonged sessions that are physically 
challenging. Whereas Monet spent his days ensconced in lush blooms and 
greenery, Cortright’s garden is the internet; she observes it, not critically, 
but to capture fleeting changes in color, the effects of moving interfaces, 
and the backlight of screens. “I wear gamer glasses when I paint, because 

I paint in sessions of about 12 hours at a time,” she explains. “I always need 
to flip them up to check colors as I go, because they make everything yellow 
and block the blue.” At Ever Gold [Projects], works such as deicideCHEMI-
CAL_records.tbl (2015) elucidate her rich sensibility for light.

Cortright likes for her works to evidence their making. “I like to ‘show,’ not 
‘tell,’” she explains. Alongside her paintings, Cortright has started to create 
videos that came about as a direct result of wanting to reveal more about 
her working method, and now exist as standalone pieces.

Among the breadth of artists working with digital media, looking to expose 
its problematic nature—the existential crisis that ensues from hours spent 
surfing—Cortright sets herself apart by introducing a different way of seeing 
the online environment, which is focused on feeling and vertiginous beauty. 
“I don’t ‘think’ when I paint. I actively try not to. I’ve found thinking tends to 
destroy a lot of the fun for me,” she says. “I’m going to just start telling peo-
ple I make dumb shit and I love it. The more I can tap into not thinking, the 
better the work gets.” This instinctual approach applies to the initial task of 
choosing the images that become her digital ‘paint.’ “I don’t think about the 
content of the images that I use, and it’s very hard to articulate—something 
will just catch my eye—it’s very intuitive.”

In previous works, Cortright has incorporated prevalent signs and symbols 
that refer to gender and beauty. Take for example her censored YouTube 
video Vvebcam (2007) or the animated virtual strippers in Vicky Deep in 
Spring Valley (2012) or “ily,” her 2015 show at Foxy Production for which she 
used greeting card software to create Plexiglas paintings. Cortright main-
tains that this proclivity is simply a result of her interest in art archetypes 
(such as landscapes), but they nonetheless evolve into a motif that speaks 
of the unconscious gender coding that is embedded in contemporary visual 
culture on the web. For example, at her Société exhibition, titled “die Rose,” 
Cortright evokes the semiotics of the rose—a motif steeped in symbolism 
throughout art history, and equally resonant today in tumblr culture among 
teenage girls.

At “Zero-Day Darling,” her solo show at Ever Gold [Projects], opening today, 



Cortright further illustrates how her materials and techniques consider visual 
cliches and how they unconsciously structure ways of seeing according to 
gender. “I like the idea of breaking down photos of dream kitchens, using 
software that was intended to retouch dream women,” Cortright says of the 
paintings she presents at Ever Gold [Projects], created with photoshop. 
“The end result is something that resembles nothing of either, a photo has 
been broken down so much that I’ve squished, smudged, smeared, copy 
and pasted, and broken it into a painting.” The finished painting inevitably 
reproduces the sense of the feminine archetype that Cortright started off 
with. Her purpose isn’t to undermine that archetype but rather to reconfigure 
it. “If anything, I’d like to create something neutral; however, my paintings 
always do come off very feminine, because I am a woman and there is 
something about that that is hard to remove from my aesthetic, which I’m 
fine with.”

In this way, Cortright’s artmaking process is shaped by archetypal gender 
behaviours from the beginning. She paints with a rapid, action-style of paint-
ing, conventionally associated with masculinity. “I go really hard,” she tells 
me. “I’m not at all saying that women aren’t physically capable of making 
big paintings or anything like that—please let’s not even go there!” Cortright 
emphasizes. Yet she admits that she has scaled her work down physically 
to a size that she feels is manageable for her. It’s not only in her process that 
she considers the influence of gender.   

Cortright reflects on her position as a female artist in a male-dominated field. 
“I came up in such a boy’s club, surrounded by guys—technology-based 
work can be very guy-heavy,” she notes. “When I was at Parsons [in the 
Design and Technology BFA program], there were maybe three girls in the 
whole program, it was crazy.” She suggests that this gender bias may have 
been what led her to Pinterest, which became the source of the images she 
uses in her new paintings. 
“Pinterest is heavily geared towards women and I wanted to be using more 
of that imagery and energy, trying to make something that a lot of people 
really make fun of, things that are reductive to something that was additive.” 
While gender is a complex issue, Cortright reiterates that the purpose of her 
art is more sensory than cerebral. The magic in her work is in making us 

see things we’ve seen a million times before as if we’re seeing them for the 
first time. “I’ve always preferred to have the core of the work be focused on 
much simpler, dumber, deeper things. Things like ‘beauty,’ things that are 
somehow so inherent to the entire human race, yet remain a very slippery 
thing to define.”

Charlotte Jansen

Originally published on https://www.artsy.net/article/artsy-editorial-pe-
tra-cortright-is-the-monet-of-the-21st-century, May, 2016

INTERVIEW

ArtNews
Flash Dancers: Petra Cortright on her new Show at the Depart Foundation

When Petra Cortright talks about her work, she talks about file extensions 
like .EXEs, .SWFs, and .FLAs in the way that painters talk about cadmium 
reds, burnt umbers, and cobalt blues. Her Internet-inspired work is highly 
technical in ways that may not be immediately obvious, and when I spoke 
to her earlier this week about her Paul Young–curated show at the Depart 
Foundation, in Los Angeles, it became clear just how much computer-based 
labor goes into what seems like a simple gesture. In our phone conversa-
tion, we discussed the background for her new work in “Niki, Lucy, Lola, Vi-
ola,” a show which features Flash animations, videos, and a digital painting.

The videos in “Niki, Lucy, Lola, Viola” are what will strike most viewers first. 
They feature strippers that the Californian artist screen-captured from a PC 
program called Virtuagirl, in which users can purchase strippers that dance 
when the computer goes into screensaver mode. Here, instead of dancing 
on a computer monitor, the women are projected larger-than-life, gyrating 
against a green screen. Others strippers appear in her Flash animations 
against gaudy, layered backgrounds. And finally, there is a digital painting, 
made in Photoshop and printed on aluminum. (Cortright showed a whole 
series of these digital paintings at Foxy Production, in New York, earlier this 
year to critical acclaim.) Below is a transcript of our conversation, in which 
Cortright told me about the spontaneity of her work, her feelings about paint-
ing, and why she could never post these videos on the Internet.

ARTnews: You’ve said that your webcam videos are sincere, but that they’re 
also half-performance. You’ve also said similar things about the videos in 
“Niki, Lucy, Lola, Viola” as well. Where can you draw the line between sin-
cerity and half-performance?

Cortright: It’s hard to say. It’s a really intuitive thing. Sometimes, on certain 
days, I feel like I’m more cynical than others, but in general, I really don’t 

want the work to be cynical. A good way of measuring it, for me, is I’ll make 
something and not even think about it too much. Usually, what ends up 
happening with my work is, I’ll start out think I’m doing a test. If I think I’m 
going to do something final, that puts a lot of pressure on it, and then it feels 
overthought, almost immediately. Usually, I trick myself into thinking, Oh, I’m 
just going to do a test, and then I’ll do another one later. That usually ends 
up being the best one. In a way, the sincerity is built in. I don’t know how else 
to describe it. I don’t know if that makes any sense.

ARTnews: It does, and I was actually about to ask about spontaneity in your 
work. You were saying that your webcam videos are kind of spontaneous. 
And I was wondering, were the videos in this new show spontaneous at all?

Cortright: Yeah, kind of. The way that I make the webcam videos can allow 
for that. You just open up a program and then press “Record.” I’m not set-
ting up a lot of equipment or anything. And with these new pieces—not so 
much with the Flash pieces, but with the two-hour screen capture with the 
girls—that’s just a screen capture, just like a flick of the wrist, hitting a key 
and then it’s going. It definitely allows for it to be really spontaneous. I did it 
pretty quickly. I bought the girls that I wanted, that I thought would make a 
good combination. I had this pre-paid credit card, and I’d go through and 
just buy them. I bought maybe 50 of them in 20 minutes—just scanning 
really quickly and just hitting “Record” and just seeing how the program 
was going to react.

ARTnews: When you were going through and buying them, were you look-
ing for a specific kind of look?

Cortright: I was trying to get a mix of different kinds of women. You can ac-
tually search, in the store, for different hair color, different ethnicity, different 
outfits, like nurse or bunny—all these different categories. Some decisions 
were purely aesthetic. I think I got more women who wore red, just because 
I knew it was going to pop so well against the green-screen background 
that I had set my desktop to. Some of them were super basic decisions like 
that. And then I was trying to get a mix of different kinds of women, from 
different eras of the program. The oldest ones I have don’t go as far back 



as 1998—I don’t think that they have that in the program anymore. But even 
from five to seven years ago, those women look almost like ghosts of the 
ones now. The ones from 2015 are 3K, super HD.

ARTnews: Why are they against a green screen?

Cortright: It was just putting it back in, I guess. They’re just made to crawl 
out of start menu, if you have a PC. Now, they have it for Mac, too, actu-
ally, but I’ve never run it from a Mac. This program’s file extensions are 
super proprietary. It’s really nicely made technology. There was no way that 
I could break it apart to extract the animations of the girls. With the animated 
landscapes, I could break those apart and decompile them. I could first trim 
it from an .EXE to an .SWF, and then from an .SWF to .FLA, so I could open 
it up in Flash and change it around. But these would’ve been impossible to 
break apart. I was like, “Well, I’ll just green screen them.” Just seeing them 
on the green screen for a while, and just knowing that that’s how they made 
them in the first place, there was something really weird. They’re made 
somewhere on a green-screen stage—I don’t know where. Green screens 
are a loaded thing because it almost puts them in a state of transport. They 
can teleport into anything. That’s how they started, in the program. They’ll 
fade in and out. It brings a lot in and it takes a lot out of it. I wanted to reach 
a point where the green screen was functioning for many different reasons.

ARTnews: The way you talk about the women, it almost sounds like a virtual 
form of human trafficking, in a way. It’s obviously legal, and it’s a lot more 
consensual than that. But I think you could talk about it in terms of gender. Is 
there anything about the male gaze on the Internet, maybe?

Cortright: I mean, how can there not be? I feel like I can’t really avoid that. 
If I use my own image, that’s involved in it anyway. I don’t think I’ve ever 
successfully avoided the male gaze. I can’t even do it, even in the webcam 
videos, where I’m not even doing anything sexy. It doesn’t matter what I’m 
doing. I can’t beat the fact that I’m a woman. I just have to deal with it. This 
work is incredibly loaded with context. I didn’t even feel like I had to add a 
lot. I almost think of it as a readymade. In the beginning, I’d put the girls into 
these animated landscapes, but now, with the green screen ones, I don’t 

even know why I need to do anything besides take a screen capture of this 
program. It already functions on so many levels. It’s so weird how you can 
interact with them. With the screen captures, it’s about two hours, and I’m 
gently interacting with them over a couple of minutes. The cursor isn’t in the 
video, but I’ll pick them up and they’ll hang from the top of the screen. It’s 
really incredible, actually.

ARTnews: It also sounds like The Sims a little bit, the way you can pick up 
characters and drop them.

Cortright: Right, it’s a very “hand of God” situation. But back to what you 
were saying about the girls and human trafficking, a big part of this work, 
for me, is that I don’t know anything about the girls at all. I don’t know them 
as people. I have no relationship with them. I have a relationship with the 
program, and I don’t know anything about the company, how much they’re 
paid, all that stuff.

ARTnews: You were also talking about the way their availability on the Inter-
net completely changes the way they’re used, and I thought it was so inter-
esting that you chose to put this work out in public, rather than uploading it 
to your website or your YouTube channel. Why did you decide to show them 
in public instead of showing them online?

Cortright: They probably wouldn’t get far [online]. They’d get taken down 
almost immediately. Even some censored photos of the work have been tak-
en off Instagram. Maybe Vimeo would allow it. The first webcam video that 
I made was taken off YouTube because of the tags that I used. There was 
nothing explicit in the video itself—it was actually very straightforward. I was 
really interested in SEO and those long, bizarre lists, where it’s like, “Britney 
Spears, Taco Bell, Kim Kardashian, blow job”—it’s just every phrase you 
can think of. I’ve had a bunch of videos taken down for way less. I don’t 
know if that was as good an option, to put them online. And also, in the 
show, the girls are not quite double life size, but they’re 150 percent. I want-
ed them to be powerful. It’s way, way, way different when you see them in 
the space, I think. It was nice to have that transformative aspect, because 
a lot of the work that I make is really flexible. I always consider the file the 

work, but I’m always flexible with the end output. I try to embrace as much 
as I can because it’s a huge benefit of making digital work.

ARTnews: One thing I like about the green screen is that you can see how 
the women are moving. You can see how they’re dancing, and I thought that 
was interesting because dancing keeps coming up in your work. Is there an 
interest in motion?

Cortright: I’m drawn to movement. The contrast of them against the green 
screen is really great because it enhances the girls. I like the athletic na-
ture about it. Movement can be very powerful. It’s very strange. I know this 
sounds very New Age, but to move around is to be very free. And the more 
I look at them, the more I think of them as athletes. Their bodies are in-
credible. They’re really nice to look at. They have muscles. It’s not easy to 
do. It’s been interesting to watch them and think about them as an athletic 
study. They have workout practice—there are stripper-pole workout class-
es. I’ve never done that, but it’s fucking hard, I know that. You need a lot 
upper-body strength.

ARTnews: It’s true, because I bet that a lot of the people who see this show 
can’t do what they do.

Cortright: I know, exactly. I don’t why they get put into this other category. 
I’m pretty interested in it on just a physical level alone

ARTnews: I wanted to discuss the videos that look like paintings in the show. 
They have this spontaneous look to them. Do you decide their compositions 
ahead of time, or do you just decide what you’re going to do when you get 
there?

Cortright: The paintings are made in Photoshop, and there will be a couple 
hundred layers. With this new work, they’ve been brought into After Effects, 
where I mess with every single layer. So I have this 3-D space and I zoom 
in and out, with everything very slowly moving. They’re very slow. It almost 
looks as if it’s not moving, but then you look back a second later, and things 
start to change. Those are definitely not spontaneous because they’re te-

dious.

ARTnews: The digital painting in the show is printed on aluminum. Why print 
it out instead of just putting it on a canvas? It’s because you want to use 
Photoshop, I assume?

Cortright: Yeah. I’ve tried regular painting. I hated it. It’s really slow, and I 
thought it was the dumbest thing. You can’t copy and paste or undo. And in 
terms of the aluminum, it’s a reflective substrate. Not every mark is physical 
paint. The printing can take an alpha layer. Some of the layers will be 50 per-
cent ink so that the aluminum shows through. It’s really beautiful because 
it adds a little depth to a digital print. When I make them, I’m looking at this 
glowing computer screen, and it’s nice to have that light. It’s a completely 
different thing from the file. It does have that more traditional one-of-a-kind 
aura. I’m having my cake and eating it, too, but I really like it.

Alex Greenberger

Originally published on http://www.artnews.com/2015/07/20/flash-dancers-
petra-cortright-on-her-new-show-at-the-depart-foundation/, July 2015
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LA WEEKLY
Petra Cortright is merging Art and the Internet – using virtual Strippers

“I mean, people have a really hard time respecting women. I’m just go-
ing to put that out there,” says artist Petra Cortright. She’s sitting in front of 
her computer in her Alhambra studio, watching a slowed-down version of 
her video, Niki_Lucy_Lola_Viola, in which virtual strippers acquired through 
VirtuaGirl.com do their routines against a bright green background. The 
background resembles the green screens against which VirtuaGirl models 
initially perform, before footage of them is used to make animated files that 
indefinitely loop.

Cortright is hoping that when the video debuts in a dark room on July 9, as 
part of her exhibition at newly opened West Hollywood project space Depart 
Foundation, people won’t make shadow puppets against the screen, or take 
suggestive selfies, as they did with the nude, sphinxlike mammy in Brooklyn 
that Kara Walker sculpted out of sugar. “I feel protective of them,” Cortright 
says of her subjects. “But we’ll see. I can’t control what people do.”

Her exhibition “Niki, Lucy, Lola, Viola,” named after VirtuaGirl strippers, is 
probably the most ambitious the 28-year-old L.A. artist has done. The De-
part Foundation, the local satellite of a well-funded Rome-based nonprofit, 
paired her, at her request, with curator Paul Young, who runs the video 
gallery Young Projects out of the Pacific Design Center and knows multi-
media art well.

The show will include three videos in the main gallery in which virtual strip-
pers are projected so that they’re larger than life. A video of animated fire-
works — which Cortright likes because they’re celebratory but also such 
passive, predictable shapes — will play against a purple background be-
tween the main gallery and the second, upstairs one.

Upstairs rooms will feature complicated, high-resolution “video paintings.” 

Cortright made these in Photoshop, using hundred of layers to generate 
lush, abstract files; then, with the help of a video editor and animator, she 
added slow-moving flickers or swishes. It’s like Cy Twombly meets Hayao 
Miyazaki, only denser and more whimsical. These will be on 4K screens, 
with no pixelation at all — high-tech abstraction coexisting with strippers 
from a sketchy website, a high-low contrast that epitomizes Cortright’s work.

Cortright, who grew up in Santa Barbara, has been interested in Internet 
sketchiness at least since 2007, when she had just finished her undergrad 
degree at Parsons New School of Design. She was posting low-res webcam 
videos of herself on YouTube and had become a prolific user of YouTube 
tags. She’d use as many as she could, to increase traffic, finding them on 
lists of keywords spammers often use. (One of her videos was banned as 
“spam” by YouTube in 2011, a choice Cortright contested to no avail.)

Cortright’s work straddles two relatively new categories: net artists, mostly a 
term for artists who use Internet tools and tropes as material, and post-Inter-
net artists, more often used to refer to artists who know their work will largely 
be seen online, on their personal websites or their galleries’, and so adopt 
a photogenic hipness. Cortright’s a net artist with post-Internet savvy. When 
she is asked “Why web art?” she tends to cite her teenage years, playing 
Sims and taking selfies before they were a thing. Conversations around her 
work began online, first within casual web communities and then on arts 
blogs, when artist Tom Moody posted Cortright’s webcam video of herself 
watching an online video while gifs and buzzing light danced across the 
screen. Art writer Paddy Johnson reposted the video to her blog, though 
both she and Moody struggled to convey why the work compelled them. 
Was it Cortright’s impeccable sense of timing? That she made default im-
agery look sexy?

Cortright mostly participated in group exhibitions in the mid-2000s, and 
didn’t have conventional gallery representation until recently. Over the past 
two years, she’s been associated with art consultant Stefan Simchowitz, who 
is known for promoting emerging artists, flipping their artworks quickly and 
being vocal about his business practices in an art world that’s characteris-
tically hush-hush about money. Simchowitz consults with the Depart Foun-

dation, a project space that mostly champions artists with growing market 
potential. (Cortright’s digital paintings have fetched more than $40,000 at 
auction, and she has experimented with pricing her video work based on 
YouTube views.)

When Cortright first started working with the virtual strippers in 2012, it was 
by accident. She stumbled upon software called “VirtuaGirl,” which had ex-
isted since 1998, eons in Internet years — in fact, users can still acquire 
“vintage” strippers made with ‘90s or early-2000s technology, and Cortright 
has a few. Users who download the program can have strippers dancing 
around on their desktops, and add a new girl to their “collection” daily. “It’s 
like this snowballing of girls,” says Cortright, who uses prepaid Vanilla Dis-
cover cards to purchase her girls, because she still doesn’t trust the site with 
her credit card info.

Initially, she downloaded the girls onto a “dirty” PC, one already infected 
with viruses. She had been trying to make these sumptuous, detailed digital 
landscapes by mashing together tropes from different screensavers, and 
she decided to add in some strippers. The result was Vicky Deep in Spring 
Valley, a video that took nearly a year to complete, in which one stripper in a 
bouncy yellow dress pole-dances in a forest and another slowly undresses 
in a field. It debuted in Berlin in 2012. Before that, she’d rarely spent more 
than 20 minutes on each video work.

“Once I started working with the girls, I couldn’t stop,” Cortright says. At 
first, she had been interested in liberating the girls from their normal context, 
which she imagined being the desktops of seedy guys. But her thinking has 
changed somewhat since then, and her environments have become far less 
lush, detailed and cinematic. “I didn’t like the idea that I was saving them,” 
she says. “The more that I’ve worked with the girls, the more I’m into the idea 
of them existing as they are.”

In one video slated to be in the show, a virtual stripper does the same rou-
tine over and over again against a Western landscape screensaver that 
Cortright pared down and altered, so that elephants coexist with a horse 
and tumbleweeds against a pink sunset. Because Cortright made the video 

in Flash, each stunted action repeats on an infinite loop. The elephants keep 
trying to walk forward; the tumbleweeds make little progress.

In another video, also inspired by a screensaver, a blond stripper dressed 
in bold red floats amid a mass of seagulls. “The [strippers’] personalities 
are so much louder with these new works,” Cortright says. “I think there’s 
something important about that.” She adds, “These aren’t funny to me. It’s 
not ironic. This is a sincere situation.”

The biggest, longest video in the exhibition shows the strippers exactly as 
they exist on Cortright’s desktop. Occasionally, while the video recorded, 
she would lift a stripper up with her mouse and then let her fall, a feature Vir-
tuaGirl introduced a few years ago, to make the program more “interactive.” 
But otherwise, she doesn’t manipulate the scene.

“I’ve never shown it this purely before,” Cortright says. “But just look at it. 
There’s nothing that needs to be done.”

Catherine Wagley

Originally published on http://www.laweekly.com/arts/petra-cortright-is-
merging-art-and-the-internet-using-virtual-strippers-5775063, July 2015
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Artforum
Critics’ Picks / New York

Petra Cortright’s latest paintings are born of plebeian Web tools and swatch-
es, then printed onto clear Plexiglas. The artist mounts these images on 
mirrored or regular acrylic, where they take on a more resolutely physical 
feeling: Their stacked surfaces implore the viewer to peer between them; 
their underside imprints beg to be compared to their reflected marks. 

They also look better in person than on Instagram, which is not always the 
case with digital art incarnated into gallery solids. In chess and buffy keep-
ers+kick.rom, both 2015, foregrounds of holiday GIFs or shiny blackber-
ries, some applied as stickers, float atop backgrounds of feathery blossoms 
and brushstroke gestures. Each produces a stereoscopic blur that recalls 
a wearied vection or floaters ubiquitous in the age of the screen, and high-
lights the incidental aesthetic elements of digital interface, such as pixel lag 
and backlight bleed. These are works that relish the embodied feel of the 
ether, wondering how its version of life might yet invigorate ours. Cortright 
titled an exhibition last year “ASMR,” after “autonomous sensory meridian 
response,” which is the tingle some feel at hushed frictional sounds such as 
shushing or rustling. In their comfy, kinetic intimacy, those videos (for which 
Cortright became known) elicit ASMR’s visual correlative through scenes 
depicting cascading hair and solo dancing, blazing sparkly motion trails. 
Like the whispery ASMR role-play videos that comprise a sizable YouTube 
community, often aimed at allaying the insomnia aggravated by time on-
line, the current show revels in what relief the medium can offer from itself.  
Recurrent clip-art icons insinuate liveliness—knotted and unfurling ribbons, 
promising gift boxes, bats whose fluttering attacks always flaunt animation 
(as the Lumieres’ arriving train flaunted cinema). 

Dated graphics and some titles’ tribute to creaky file extensions (kick.rom, 
du.exe) aside then, the allure of Cortright’s tactile, lyrical images, which re-
visit landscape, portraiture, and still life, may be their classicism more than 

technostalgia. While amenable to “post-Internet” speculations, their preoc-
cupation with coming to life was painting’s all along.

Chinnie Ding

Originally published on http://artforum.com/picks/id=50375
February 2015

REVIEW

BLOUIN ART INFO
Offline: The Inscrutable Cheeriness of Petra Cortright

It’s fitting that “ily,” Petra Cortright’s show of digital paintings on reflective 
Plexiglass at Foxy Production in West Chelsea, coincides with a holiday 
invented to market balloons and teddy bears to adult women. Titled after 
the shorthand for “I love you” used in texts and instant messages, Cortright’s 
inaugural show in a New York gallery takes the banalization of emotion — 
particularly romantic love — as its theme. The bows, cakes, berries, bats, 
flowers, and wrapped presents that garnish the 10 paintings on view are 
clipart lifted from greeting card software and integrated into stratiform baby 
blue, Mattel pink, and lavender color fields built up in Photoshop.

Defying the cold, architectonic minimalism of Silicon Valley, Cortright mines 
the trash heap of vernacular, feminized cyber kitsch to create an aggregate 
aesthetic of readymade emoji, distorting filters, and digital glitter that can be 
applied with basic computer literacy. Cortright, now something of a poster 
child for a group of fashion-conscious, web-savvy artists culled together 
under the controversial label “post-Internet,” rose to prominence with 2007’s 
VVEBCAM, a YouTube video of the artist staring blankly into the eye of her 
laptop camera while cheesy visual effects like lightening bolts and pepper-
oni pizza slices dance across the screen. At a moment when self-objectifi-
cation — once a strategy employed by artists like Hannah Wilke and Cindy 
Sherman to denaturalize the male gaze — has exploded into the compulsive 
self-portraiture practice known as the selfie, it makes sense that Cortright 
is a rising star. Her often seductive, mesmerizing webcam videos engage 
phenomena imminently familiar to anybody with an Instagram account: con-
temporary subjectivity as it is packaged and diffused through social media.

Unlike her well known, critically acclaimed Internet-based work, Cortright’s 
gallery objects have received less attention in writing than on the auction 
block, where prices for her paintings have recently made a startling jump, 
buoyed by a hot speculative market trafficking in young, emerging talent. 

(As Christopher Glazek reported in a New York Times profile of Cortright’s 
controversial patron, art flipper Stefan Simchowitz, two of Cortright’s digital 
abstractions on aluminum sold at Phillips and Sotheby’s last year for $40,000 
and $43,750, respectively, more than tripling her previous $13,000 record.) 
Here, the term post-Internet is useful, not merely because Cortright’s work is 
made using computers or because it takes the ubiquity of online networks 
as a given, but more significantly because, as Lauren Cornell and Ben Da-
vis have argued, it reflects a moment where Internet-based art becomes 
absorbed into the object-oriented economy of art gallery.

In “ily,” the weird humor and disquieting voyeurism that characterize her 
webcam works have ossified into glassy, Koonsian pop objects. The body, 
the definitive subject of Cortright’s videos, is conspicuously absent in her 
Plexiglass paintings, though, in “Buffy keepers+kick.rom” and “d’nash,” the 
viewer can glimpse her own refection in the mirrored surfaces peaking out 
from behind the veil of insipid icons and candy-colored mist. 

Like Koons’s famous reflective balloon animals — themselves the objects of 
a selfie craze during last year’s Whitney retrospective — Cortright’s paint-
ings relinquish all claims on interiority, reflecting instead the viewer’s own 
distorted image in their shiny, emoji-encrusted surfaces.

These inscrutably cheerful paintings actively resist prolonged aesthetic 
contemplation and critical interpretation. They seem to uncritically repro-
duce the impoverishment of affect, the flattening of subjectivity supposedly 
endemic to the social media and millennial culture in general. Love, the 
most jealously pursued and sacrosanct of human emotions, is deliberate-
ly reduced to Hallmark platitudes. Nevertheless, the show’s press release 
maintains that Cortright’s imagery, “while being ubiquitous, impersonal, re-
petitive, and overly cheery… still hold[s] a degree of symbolic force, not 
unlike the way the exhibition’s title refers to love, and not unlike the way the 
works’ brushstrokes refer to the painter and her palette, oils, and brushes.” 
Despite their impenetrable shallowness, Cortright’s paintings — we are told 
— reaffirm the good old values of meaning, love, and painting, albeit in 
a symbolically depleted, partially hollowed form. This forced compromise 
between banality and feeling, authenticity and emptiness chimes with what 



cultural theorist Timotheus Vermeulen, riffing on Stephen Colbert, has re-
cently deemed the “new depthiness.” Citing a line from season three of the 
television show “Girls” — “Just because it’s fake, doesn’t mean I don’t feel 
it” — Vermeulen posits a partial, compensatory return to sincerity and interi-
ority after the cultural hangover of postmodern art and theory.

“I have an interest in simplicity and beauty,” Cortright said in an interview 
last year. “You don’t need an essay to understand the work. I work in a con-
temporary way but I think the subject matter is easily accessible. I think if 
you like Monet you will like my work.” It’s surprising how frequently Cortright 
is compared to the Impressionist painter, by the artist herself, by Simchow-
itz, by third-party bloggers. The analogy works, not because their work is 
pretty or accessible, but more because Cortright, not unlike the Impres-
sionists of the 1860s and ’70s, belongs to a fashionable, anti-academic 
avant-garde representing new forms of sociability and a liberal, permissive 
attitude towards the spectacle of modernization. In his influential 1985 book, 
“The Painting of Modern Life,” art historian T.J. Clark discusses Monet’s 
landscapes from the early 1870s depicting the encroachment of leisure 
and boating on the river at Argenteuil in the northwest suburbs of Paris. 
He writes:

“Monet is often at his strongest when he spells out the encroachment of 
pleasure on the countryside, but insists, in the way he handles it, that the 
scene has lost none of its unity and charm…. No doubt there was something 
abrupt and superficial about the boaters’ encounter with the Bezons shore, 
but speed and superficiality were not qualities necessarily to be despised 
in one’s dealings with nature. Did not Monet’s own painting, in the 1870s, 
experiment with ways to make such qualities part of its repertoire? Were not 
pictures required to be more casual and lighthearted now, less encumbered 
with grand forms and correct ideas?”

As Monet assimilated the threat of industry into the suburban landscape, 
Cortright’s similarly “casual and lighthearted” paintings internalize the 
“speed and superficiality” of networked culture. To ask whether her work is 
critical or complacent — earnest or cynical — misses the point of her sug-
ary, Lisa Frankenstein canvases. “Perhaps it was true,” Clark writes, “that 

Argenteuil was a factory, with nature produced as its best commodity, but 
Monet was seemingly prepared to accept the fact.” So, I’m sure, would Cor-
tright. Still, at the risk of sounding like an old fashioned partisan of “correct 
ideas,” I’m not entirely sold.

Chloe Wyma

Originally published on http://www.blouinartinfo.com/news/story/1102355/
offline-the-inscrutable-cheeriness-of-petra-cortright, February 2015

REVIEW

PURPLE
PETRA CORTRIGHT “ILY” EXHIBITION at Foxy Production, New York

“ily” is PETRA CORTRIGHT’S inaugural New York solo exhibition. “ily” (an 
abbreviation for “I love you”) comprises a series of paintings on reflective 
Plexiglas that combine both abstract marks and repeated figures. The 
works are produced using a unique printing technique that involves the 
application of many layers of intense pigment and textured surfaces, with 
some areas retaining a mirrored effect.

CORTRIGHT’S core practice is the creation and distribution of digital files, 
whether they be videos, GIFs, or jpegs, using consumer or corporate soft-
ware and platforms. She became renowned for making self-portrait videos 
that use the webcam and default effects tools on her computer, which she 
then uploaded to YouTube. For “ily”, CORTRIGHT paints in Photoshop and 
employs digital greeting card software to produce digital files that are trans-
formed into her paintings, with each image layer of the file determining the 
separate applications to the Plexiglas.
Cortright’s digital files are endlessly modifiable, but when they are trans-
lated to two-dimensional objects, at a “decisive moment,” they are locked 
down, finite. Yet the works’ range of repeated motifs and marks, and their 
disorienting perspectives and dimensions suggest movement and change.

Their figurative elements, luscious blackberries, bats, presents, ribbons, 
flowers, are visual signs whose meanings seem almost depleted, yet, within 
their visual DNA, they retain a trace of emotion. While being ubiquitous, im-
personal, repetitive, and overly cheery, they still hold a degree of symbolic 
force, not unlike the way the exhibition’s title refers to love, and not unlike 
the way the works’ brushstrokes refer to the painter and her palette, oils, 
and brushes.

Originally published on http://purple.fr/diary/entry/petra-cortright-ily-at-foxy-
production-new-york February 2015
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INTO THE GLOSS
Art Now: Petra Cortright

“Disinterested delight permeates Petra Cortright’s work. She is creating 
paintings, sculptures, installations, and, increasingly performances. They 
look and feel abstract but are in essence plainly representational, and what 
they represent is the experience of intellectual and aesthetic impoverish-
ment, which perhaps is the truth of reality today. By representing this impov-
erished reality through form, disinterested work wants us to reflect upon the 
poverty of it all. That is the strange thing about this species of art.  It forces 
us to do a lot of reflecting so that it remains disinteresting to us.”—Paul Chan 
discussing Cortright’s work in Spike Art Quarterly (2010)

Petra Cortright is the future. A virtual persona—as both the subject and the 
producer—Petra’s work through the webcam captures moments that ev-
ery girl with an iSight camera can relate to and understand. Petra gazes at 
herself in the camera, singing her favorite rave song with soft lavender light 
pulsating in the background, sitting in a hotel room at a desk as it begins 
to snow, capturing ordinary moments and blasting them with fantasy and 
beauty.

The artist has turned net art into fine art. A true master of color, pattern and 
print, her digital paintings know how to touch on every sense. In Petra’s 
words, «generic dreamy, dream house mood boards, flowers people would 
like to have at their wedding, exotic travel landscapes, and cityscapes» 
inspire her world. Expressed through DIY technology, she likes making ad-
vanced look easy—all in a cup of shaved ice brightly colored with inspi-
ration from nature, synthetic magic, high fashion, beauty, the future, and 
the past. When Stella McCartney discovered Petra’s work she was instantly 
blown away. She told The Cut, «[Petra] represents the next-generation Stel-
la girl to me in every way.» Thus a video collaboration for Stella’s AW14 Col-
lection was born. Petra’s videos feature high-low roots. She takes landscape 
inspiration from Sim City to her experience growing up in a house on a hill 

with mountain views on one side and an ocean view on the other. She never 
had a proper studio, but she did have a computer at home. From there 
comes an artist to lead us across the digital tundra and the exotic gardens 
of fantasy and desire.

Stacey Nishimoto

Originally published on  http://intothegloss.com/2015/02/petra-cortright-art, 
February 2015

INTERVIEW

SLEEK MAGAZINE
Petra Cortright on selfies and the feminist question

Since 2007, Petra Cortright has been cultivating a devoted online audience 
with her enigmatic webcam self-portraits that employ various software tools 
to distort and adorn her body. Critically lauded too: Bruce Sterling called her 
work “clear-eyed, dainty, and intuitive… weird in a way that net art has never 
been before.” This signature weirdness can be found throughout Cortright’s 
videos, digital paintings, websites, ebooks, printed silks and canvases as 
well as in her collaborations with fashion designers Stella McCartney and 
Roberto Sanchez. she has had solo exhibitions the world over, and her 
works have been shown in group exhibitions at the New Museum in New 
York and at the Venice Biennale. On the eve of her first solo show “Petwelt”, 
at Berlin’s Societe? gallery, Cortright told Sleek the history and future of her 
singular vision. 
 
Hi Petra. Why did you start making Internet art?

Hello. I’ve been making these videos for seven years but I’ve been taking 
selfies ever since I got a digital camera when I was around 15. My first 
camera was a Canon Powershot ELPH; it was so cute. And at some point I 
just became curious to learn what makes digital photography unique, since 
it doesn’t have same the precious quality that analogue has. I feel lucky 
to have grown up with it, as well as the Internet. True, I started early but 
technology wasn’t so developed that I felt entitled to the endless amounts of 
resources that have become a birthright for kids now. 
What sort of techniques and software do you use?
I use a lot of stuff everyone uses – all the Adobe shit – but I also have a 
collection of virus-y PC-based freeware. Ultimately, all I need is a computer. 
I don’t have to pay for paint. Of course it gets produced as a physical thing 
and that costs a lot of money but I have the files. I’ve never been worried 
about running out of ideas because I can experiment so much.

Since you’ve gained renown, has the way you work changed?

It’s changed in unexpected ways. For “Bridal Shower”, the project I did for 
Frieze, they had everything you could ever want but I only wanted to use a 
few things. When I arrived, I showed up with just a laptop and a webcam. 
They were so surprised, but there was only a fortnight to prepare, which 
wasn’t enough time to plan anything bigger, and it took a lot out of me as it 
was. I didn’t sleep, I drank too much and I just made too many videos. Fol-
lowing that, I’ve turned into a healthgoth. I’ve started drinking protein shakes 
and juice and I’ve quit smoking and alchohol too. Back in LA, I even have a 
trainer. I guess that’s been a positive change!

How do you feel about collaborating with other artists?

I enjoy it when what we’re doing isn’t too different from my own work. But I’m 
not into pushing boundaries or going too far out of my comfort zone. It’s also 
hard for me to collaborate with most people unless there’s a clear goal. It’s 
easier with music and fashion because those roles are more clearly defined. 
Hearing the words “do what you want” feels like an incredible burden.
What was it like working with Stella McCartney?

It was so fun! We did a series of videos together, and she was so generous 
with her clothes and hook-ups. The paintings translate really well into prints 
too. I just sent her a PDF of designs for Autumn-Winter 2015, so those will be 
ready in spring. Each of my paintings has nearly 100 digital layers, so we’re 
playing with what they will look like in real life. She’s the designer though – I 
have a very fashion vocabulary. I can only discuss details and vibes.

Earlier this year, Dazed Digital listed you as a “digifeminist” artist, but do you 
think about gender politics in relation to your work?

I feel like I’m bombarded by people asking me if I’m a feminist, and I’m 
squeamish about it because it’s a completely redundant question. If you are 
a woman, how could you not care about this issue? Personally, I don’t want 
my life’s work to be condensed into the proposition, “Was Petra Cortright a 
feminist, yes or no?” It’s boring. But one thing I have noticed is that the high-



er you progress in any industry, the fewer women there are. Therefore, if you 
are a successful female, it’s important to pass that knowledge onto others, 
and I’m definitely interested in supporting all women. 
 
Do you think more men should be asked if they are feminists?

Yes, I think they should, because men never have to justify their masculin-
ity in the same way that women are made to talk about being women. For 
example, discussions about women’s work always has to mention femininity 
– it’s never just about the work. And that sucks!

Ella Plevin

Originally published on http://www.sleek-mag.com/print-features/2015/02/
petra-cortright-on-selfies-and-the-feminist-question, February 2015

REVIEW

BERLIN ART LINK
Exhibition // Glitches in the Web Cam at Société Berlin

Unexpectedly projected onto the white walls of Société Berlin is a scene 
familiar to most of us: the charismatic washed out tone and upward angle 
of a webcam recording, a private house with a pretty girl in the frame, walk-
ing, prancing and making different expressions in a calculated way towards 
the camera. Petra Cortright is the artist that created the video works being 
shown in Petwelt. Cortright works with a carefully constructed new media 
performance: it appears that she is posing as much for art world as for the 
laptop. Her works are clever appropriations of popular web graphics and 
other online kitsch, everything from excessive amounts of sparkling glitter, 
to a amateur porn aesthetic, to the distinct internet shorthand that she writes 
in.

Petwelt is a series of films that are a poignant and strange montage of things 
very particular of the digital age and all so familiar: something like watching 
cat videos with the unicorn obsession of the internet age fetishized through 
a cam-girl voyeurism. These films are more than simply surrealist appropria-
tions of found themes, as they make evident very real cultural shifts.

‘Bridal Shower’ is a glowing video of Cortright posing deliberately for the 
webcam, dressed in white and fixing a white shawl over her hair with dra-
matic pauses, as digital rose petals cascade down the screen. This film 
shows not a transgressive fantasy of the seductive virginal bride, but per-
sonifies a taboo which has become a standard figure easily recognizable 
in popular culture.

A much earlier video titled ‘when you walk through the storm’ includes a sim-
ple setup of just Cortright’s face and upper torso in the shot. With a calmly 
provocative gaze towards the screen, she slowly waves her hand across her 
face, dissolving the image in a puddle of raindrops. The graphics and setup 
are silly in a homemade way, but have a distinct aesthetic to them of art that 

undeniably belongs to this generation.

Bewitchingly tacky, ‘Sparkling 1’ is a video of Cortright strolling through a 
cloud of pink digital glitter in what appears to be her backyard. The video 
starts and ends with her putting on and taking off her sunglasses, her face 
warped slightly from being so close to the camera. These multiple screens 
and lenses – the camera and the glasses, one a fashion accessory, the oth-
er a medium of communication – are all transparent but nevertheless have 
the effect of distorting the image. It is hard to tell to what extent Cortright per-
forms contemporary culture and to what extent she has internalized and is 
a participant in that world. The press release for the exhibition is an assem-
blage of sentences from previous statements and interviews by Cortright, 
where she explains herself through a rearrangement of her previous work.

Société is a gallery that is highly supportive of creative digital and new me-
dia work, representing artists like Bunny Rogers, or Timur Si-Qin, or Trisha 
Baga, which speaks to the growing importance and relevance of art that 
reflects on our means of expressing ourselves to others through digital plat-
forms. Instead of rejecting these media as too ‘base’ or simply kitsch, we 
have to explore the potential and the problems of the web experience today 
as a reality that we maneuver.

Alena Sokhan

Originally published on http://www.berlinartlink.com/2014/11/13/exhibition-
glitches-in-the-web-cam-at-societe-berlin, November 2014
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Aqnb
All the things she said.

“I was listening to happy hardcore and Britney Spears remixes till 6 AM”. 
That’s a quote from Petra Cortright via DIS magazine, one of many snip-
pets of interviews pulled and put together to make up the content of the 
PETWELT press release. Accompanying the Berlin exhibition, in random 
order across fonts and sizes, these insights offer an introduction into the 
chaotic world of Cortright’s playful though pertinent persona that’s emerged 
and moved out of YouTube and into the gallery. This time showing at So-
ciété, five films spanning as many years between 2009 and 2014 present a 
brief retrospective of sorts, where a development becomes apparent while 
a certain stasis persists.

Across multiple video projections on the wide gallery walls across several 
separate spaces, ‘Sparkling I’ (2010) and ‘Don’t Warp With Door’ (2014) 
appear side by side in the first. The former film is set in a garden, where the 
artist – ever present in all of her webcam works – is surrounded by plants 
and trees. As Cortright moves in and among the branches they turn pink, 
sparkles following her motion as they then become black points that disap-
pear into the sky. The viewer is drawn into a hypnotic fantasy world before a 
return to domesticity in ‘Don’t Warp With Door’ beside it. This time the artist 
is in a room, with a digital satin painting of her 2011 Night Heat series to the 
left and a white door to the right. Cortright is dressed in the black and white 
product of an AW14 Stella McCartney collection and video collaboration, 
as the door closes, bending in and out into glitch as her legs do when she 
walks away.

The glittering soundtrack of the previous room is intersected by a dance mix 
from the following where ‘Main Bitch’ (2012) is screening. Dressed in pink, 
wearing a long pink wig and some bunny ears, Cortright’s appearance is 
as lurid as the music in the background of her suburban setting. It’s heavy 
electronic music – early millennial Russian ‘lesbian’ duo t.A.T.u.’s ‘Ya Sosh-

la S Uma’ (‘All the Things She Said’) among them – that’s played through 
blown-out speakers. Cortright’s preening movements of tousling her hair, 
lighting a cigarette and checking herself out are delayed by video effects 
while being interjected by shots of her shoes and bare corners of the empty 
room. It’s one of the few videos that features more than one shot.
At the other half of the Sociéte space is the sensual and motion-blurred vid-
eo of ‘Bridal Shower’, originally commissioned for Frieze London last year. 
Here the artist dances in what looks like a makeshift wedding gown from a 
childhood playing pretend, while smoothing makes Cortright’s movements, 
slowed down and sped up, almost a pleasure to watch. Rose petals fall from 
the sky to a track produced by Nightcoregirl and edited from the high res 
porn animation of Affect3D’s Girlfriends 4 Ever teaser, setting the erotic and 
objectified undertone.

As in ‘Main Bitch’ Cortright plays out a certain role within a setting that is 
contrary to the last video on show, ‘When You Walk Through the Storm‘ 
(2009). With no setup or costumes, it returns its audience to where her work 
began, as the artist sits in front of her webcam, waving her hand effortlessly 
back and forth and followed by simulated water that blurs her face. It’s a 
relapse to the simple gestures of Cortright’s early days. Expanding on the 
tools and drawing on more direct and secure movements, PETWELT points 
to Cortright’s stronger grasp on her chosen media and their influence on 
her work through time. Yet even now, as more a performer and less a cam 
girl, it’s clear that the image may have changed but the effects remain the 
same. **

Dottir Horn

Originally published on http://www.aqnb.com/2014/10/29/petra-cotright-so-
ciete-reviewed, October 2014

REVIEW

The New York Times Style Magazine
For Petra Cortright, the Web Is the Ultimate Canvas

Digital art has become an accepted part of every biennial and international 
art fair. Last month, Philips de Pury even devoted an auction to it, October’s 
successful Paddles On!, presented in partnership with Tumblr. But the form 
is still the punk rock of the art world. For the 26-year-old L.A.-based artist 
Petra Cortright, it’s the ideal form, because it’s both more convenient and 
less precious than more traditional forms like painting. “There’s so many 
resources,” she says, “and it doesn’t feel like there’s so much riding on 
it.” Her show “BLank BLANk bLANk ,” which opens Nov. 9 at Steve Turner 
Contemporary, actually features a series of rather painterly wall pieces. Cor-
tright makes them by trawling the Internet for colors and visual fragments, 
then plugging her finds into a Photoshop canvas with hundreds of layers. 
Next she flattens the massive files and prints them on aluminum. She’ll show 
several of these “paintings,” one of which sold at Paddles On!, alongside 
several flags emblazoned with low-res net art imagery and tablets hung on 
the walls showing several of her YouTube videos. The videos are what first 
got Cortright noticed. (One was recently selected for Frieze Art Fair’s Frieze 
Film program; another was censored by YouTube in 2011.) Descended from 
the moving-image work of Alex Bag and Pipilotti Rist, they’re limited to about 
two minutes — because no one wants more than that, she reasons — and 
usually feature her on a webcam, displaying a guileless SoCal demeanor 
that has become her personal brand. In “buggin out,” a recent piece, she 
uses digital trickery to change the size of her eyes each time she raises and 
lowers a pair of sunglasses, so that they go from teensy to anime-character 
enormous. “It’s half very sincere,” she says, “and then, of course, it’s also a 
performance as well.”

Maxwell Williams

Originally published in The New York Time Style Magazine, November 2013



FEATURE 

Flaunt
A Demonstration in Artistic Onus

In a video she made in 2009, “Das Helle(e) Modell,” artist Petra Cortright 
dances before a camera in mom jeans and an undershirt to Kraftwerk’s “The 
Model,” sashaying with her sweatshirt like it’s a dance partner. Her body 
gives off a strobe-like glow, at times appearing translucent. It’s mesmeriz-
ing, and almost therapeutic to watch. 

Skip ahead a year to “Sparkling,” where she walks around a cactus and 
tree-filled backyard, pink and green sparkles circling her body and falling 
from the flower petals she shakes from a tree.

It’s Cortright’s technique of becoming part of her art—which sprung from a 
spontaneous interaction between her and her webcam years ago—and her 
penchant for layering effects that plucked the 27-year-old net artist’s work 
out of the casual arena of Internet play and dropped it where it is today: 
highly regarded venues like the Venice Biennale and the New Museum.

Gifs from the nineties–falling snowflakes, a wiggling clown hat, bright yel-
low smiley faces, explosions of fireworks—are her coup de grâce. She puts 
them together during the process of filming with techniques like motion 
tracking and built-in-filters to create an invariably glitch-prone look she likes.

“When I make the webcam videos I’ll usually do several takes,” she says. 
“The first one is almost always the best one, because it feels natural. The 
videos where I can lose myself always come out the best.”

Her first webcam video, “VVEBCAM” (2007)—the aforementioned catalyst 
of her current work—shows the artist gazing off camera as low-tech gifs of 
pizzas, chickens, and lightning dance around her. She posted it to You-
Tube, where most of her art can still be found. In 2011, the site removed 
it—not for its content, which is the antithesis of obscene, but because of its 

accompanying description: a “really huge paragraph, like an Internet spam 
list…” she explains. “The list is so bizarre, it’s almost beautiful. Also, at the 
same time, disgusting, funny, and cute. And it has Taco Bell, KFC, Britney 
Spears. It’s just a good description.”

The description serves her interest in YouTube vernacular: “People speak 
very differently on YouTube than they do on Flickr or Vimeo. No one is talking 
shit on Flickr.” Despite its removal, the video lives on and is now viewable on 
Rhizome, an online digital art archive.

The artist recently ventured to her first residency in Troy, New York, where 
she is working at the Experimental Media and Performing Arts Center (EM-
PAC). The new environment has freed her from any sort of interruption, and 
the soundproof studios suit her well: “I can listen to a Britney [Spears] song 
super loud a hundred times over and over while working on a video, and it’s 
not going to bother anyone. I just forget about any kind of distraction and 
movement.”

For her latest project, Cortright is addressing the YouTube debacle around 
“VVEBCAM” in a video commissioned by MOCAtv. Currently in progress, 
the video features a cute puppy in front of a webcam, wearing various cus-
tom tags made at Petco. “They all have a selection of words from the list 
[from “VVEBCAM”]. Some of them are really nice, and some are vulgar or 
pornographic—the words that got me in trouble.” Words like ‘vagina,’ ‘drag-
onball,’ ‘niggers,’ ‘o’reilly,’ and ‘spears.’ “It was a painfully literal thing, me 
being in the doghouse with YouTube, and then hiring this puppy.”

Chloe Schildhause

Originally published in Flaunt, October 2013

INTERVIEW

Dis Magazine
Frieze London | Interview with Petra Cortright

It’s the second day of Frieze Art Fair London, and the firstrate art market 
professionals have somewhat been replaced by mortal art tourists and un-
dergrad students who roam the brightlit gallery booths in search for this 
season’s creative stimuli. A primary school field trip getting a bit too excited 
running around the huge, highly secured Jeff Koons pieces at Gagosian 
was undoubtedly one of the dramatic highlights of the day. Video artist Petra 
Cortright and I flee to a bench in Regent’s Park withering autumn setting, 
and I roll her a welldeserved cigarette. Cortright explores online visual lan-
guage and representations of the self within the computer screen through 
her freeform videos distributed through her YouTube channel. As a part of 
the commissioned Frieze Film 2013, Petra is enjoying Frieze so far, although 
she puked when her video aired on national television.

Jeppe Ugelvig: Tell me about your new piece.

Petra Cortright: I usually have trouble with commissions, especially with vid-
eos because they just kind of happen. It could not be longer than three min-
utes, so I was like “OK, I’ll try to get it over in 30 seconds”. I was told it would 
air late at night on national television on Channel 4, but it actually wasn’t too 
intimidating a commission. It was in the back of my mind that it would be on 
TV, but it wasn’t that big of a deal. The biggest thing was that they gave me 
a residency at EMPAC (The Curtis R. Priem Experimental Media and Per-
forming Arts Center) in upstate New York. I’ve never had a residency before, 
and up until recently I’ve never even had a studio.

Jeppe Ugelvig: How was the residency for you, having worked mostly on 
your computer at home?

Petra Cortright: It was the most ridiculous place. They gave me a super nice 
apartment but I was never really there because I would stay in the studio. It’s 

the kind of place where, in terms of technology, you could get exactly what 
you wanted. They have stupid technology. Money doesn’t exist. The most 
ideal situation for artists working with video. If you drop a pin in their audito-
rium on one side, you can hear it exactly the same on the other; borderline 
creepy stuff like that. They got really freaked out because I only showed up 
with my laptop and a webcam, and I didn’t request anything. They put me in 
this massive room with floortoceiling windows and apologized for not giving 
me a bigger studio. It had an insane view because it was on top of a hill. 
They got really nervous so they brought me like five computers, lights and 
huge speakers. The best part of it was that the studio was soundproof and 
I had 24/7 access; I was listening to happy hardcore and Britney Spears 
remixes till 6 AM. I was almost high on how much fun it was, so it was hard to 
eat and sleep, but I was massively productive and I made so many videos.

Jeppe Ugelvig: Did all these new technologies and tools that were available 
affect your work, which is usually pretty
DIY?

Petra Cortright: Well, because the people who go there can get whatever 
they want, it can become problematic because they end up using stuff that 
they don’t really know how to use. It was only a twoweek residency, and in 
that time you can’t really figure out that much new shit. I decided to not put 
pressure on myself. Just because I could didn’t mean I should use it. I don’t 
think that’s a good reason to make work – because you think you should. I 
try to avoid that in general.

Jeppe Ugelvig: What’s the process of making your pieces?

Petra Cortright: With the webcam videos that I do there is this very neces-
sary element of spontaneity. I really can’t be thinking of anything. It’s really 
simple gestures, like moving my hand. Also there is no postproduction of 
my videos. I’ll be playing around with it and things happen. There are so 
many little quirks within it and these very beautiful moments occur. You can’t 
really force it.

Jeppe Ugelvig: You initially broadcasted and distributed your videos 



through YouTube – you were then picked up by a gallery (LAbased Steven 
Turner Contemporary) and now you’re showing at an art fair. How do you 
feel about exhibiting?

Petra Cortright: Even before I had a gallery I always felt a little bit uncomfort-
able showing my work – I don’t like watching people watch me. It’s in a way 
voyeuristic, which my work is not about. There’s something nice about just 
posting videos online, especially because I get so much feedback. I like the 
negative comments too, because no one is going to say that to your face 
in real life. Devil’s advocate would say “well why are you in them when you 
don’t like people watching it,” but I guess the best way to explain it is that I 
kind of wish it wasn’t me, but it’s not possible. My work is so intuitive that I 
could never tell someone what to do. I can see myself through the webcam 
when I work, and these moments of observation are quite important.

Jeppe Ugelvig: The person in your videos can somehow be characterized 
as a virtual persona, but now here you are, as an artist at a fair.

Petra Cortright: The webcam is a veil, so being here in person and standing 
next to this other version of me is very weird. It always looks so much prettier 
on cam. Unfortunately, I can’t bring that veil here.

Jeppe Ugelvig: How did it feel to be broadcasted on national TV?

Petra Cortright: It aired last night, which I only found out a few hours before. 
It only showed once. I had the weirdest reaction. I was at this dinner and 
went back to the hotel and turned on the TV, and it just came on! It was re-
ally exciting, but all of the sudden I felt really sick and I actually threw up… 
It was the weirdest reaction and I’ve never had that before. I think it has 
something to do with the fact that I didn’t feel or understand where it went. If 
I put something on the Internet there will be interaction and feedback, and 
it’s, in a way, more tangible. With TV it just goes out into the void. Well, I was 
probably really tired as well, but still.

Jeppe Ugelvig: In comparison to shows and biennales, the art fair has much 
more to do with the art market and money.

Petra Cortright: I was commissioned for my work at Frieze, so my work is 
actually not a part of the meat market that is going on around here, but I 
was recently at the Phillips auction in New York (the first digital auction in 
history). It seems pretty straightforward to me. My pieces are sold as a USB 
stick in a pretty box – I just sell the file. At the auction, one of my digital 
paintings sold for over $9,000. I have never sold for that much before, it 
was crazy. There is so much discussion about selling digital art and maybe 
I don’t understand it fully.

Jeppe Ugelvig: Well, do you have to understand it?

Petra Cortright: I don’t feel like it’s up to me what the value of my work is – it’s 
decided by all of these other people. I don’t even want to try to price any-
thing. I have never had a good reference point and I don’t think I ever will. 
Some artists are way more calculated and involved in how they want their 
work distributed, but I don’t want to play that role. I just want to make pieces. 
It’s hard enough to do one thing in life.

Jeppe Ugelvig: Some people argue that artists aren’t even supposed to be 
at an art fair.

Petra Cortright: It’s weird to stand next to your shit and be like “I made this,” 
but there is a certain way in which things work. I’m not trying to go against 
anything. I’m grateful that Frieze asked me to do something for them, as I 
know that it helps them. I feel like I can give back something by coming 
here, and it’s always fun to travel. As I said, I don’t want to think in terms of 
should and should not; it’s very overwhelming to me. It seems more fun to 
do it that way.

Jeppe Ugelvig

Originally published in Dis Magazine, October 2013
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Creators Project
The Passion Of Petra Cortright

Californianborn Petra Cortright is becoming increasingly known in the art 
world for her webcam video performance work and digital paintings. Having 
developed a financial system of art worth based on YouTube hits by making 
haunting short films, she’s now throwingup seeing her own work on TV...

Net Art in the Void

During the brief few days that Frieze Art Fair London appears in town it’s the 
best place in the world to find new contemporary art. Every global gallery of 
note has an exhibition stand and every deep pocketed collector comes to 
invest. To put it bluntly it’s an eager circus of hornrimmed dealers, burgundy 
corduroy slacks and dishevelled jewels of old art money.

Fresh blood is poured in through Frieze Projects and Frieze Films, two self-
initiated offshoots from the fair that allow a sophisticated programme of tal-
ent that doesn’t require establishment networking to sustain interest. Talks 
and performances from singer and composer Meredith Monk sit alongside 
films commissioned by Frieze Film 2013 and EMPAC/Experimental Media 
and Performing Arts Center at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New 
York.

It’s here that Petra Cortright sits with her home spun glitchfully youthful self-
ies, presenting to the world an the image of a warped malfunctioning Martha 
Stewart.

Cortright is innovative not just in work but also in the business of getting 
digital work to pay. One of her earliest shows in L.A. brought the issue of 
what to charge for pieces that were online. Cortright came up with a great 
response, “I said ‘I fucking hate this, I wish it could be 10 cents per YouTube 
viewer, the curator laughed and said he’d never heard of anyone doing that 

and so we did and still do, it works.”

Nothing of Cortright’s was for sale at Frieze. Instead she presented a project 
cocommissioned by Frieze Film 2013 and EMPAC. In doing this Frieze set 
Cortright’s firstever residency. In fact she’d never even had a studio before, 
preferring to work from home or her parent’s garden in Santa Barbara.

The night before this interview Cortright’s piece for Frieze, entitled Bridal 
Shower, had featured on Channel 4, a national British TV station. The pro-
gram, called Random Acts, aired all four of the commissioned pieces for 
the fair.

“I had a really weird reaction to it,” explains Cortright, “I watched it on TV in 
my hotel and I was really excited and then very quickly I felt really sick and 
I threw up, no joke.”

“I’m pretty sure it had something to do with the fact that TV is... ” Cortright 
trails off, before coming back with, “If you post something on the internet 
there is this level of reaction and interaction at least. Even if it’s a negative 
comment on YouTube, which I love by the way, it’s nice to know that there 
are people reacting in some way. But with TV, there’s just this void–it went 
into this void and that was it. It only airs once and that’s that–I don’t know 
who saw it or what happened and I guess I’ve never really thought about 
that kind of stuff before and it was really strange for me.”

This appraisal of TV as a void fits, but where does Cortright’s audience 
fit in a world created by her webcam and laptop? Does she ever wonder 
about audience reaction–after all, after business meetings and long dis-
tance family reunions isn’t the webcam the tool of the long distance lover 
on the enforced step down to voyeur? Could it be argued that Cortright is 
flirting with the darker end of the spectrum; the manipulation of the body as 
some kind of acidporn?

Is Cortright happy with the word ‘performance’?

“It’s not exactly a performance, it’s maybe halfperformance” she responds. 



“Of course I’m aware that other people are going to see it, but then there is a 
side that is very sincere and whatever is going on at the time comes through 
as well. I don’t really think about the audience because it doesn’t matter to 
me so much. I really don’t like watching people watch the result. That sets 
the element of voyeurism almost and I really don’t think that that’s there.”

How vital is the selfexpression within the work? Could Cortright direct others 
rather than just perform solo? “A part of me wishes that it wasn’t me, the 
image, but I also know how to direct anyone else how to do it,” she said, be-
fore adding simply, “Also I don’t want anyone else to do it because it’s fun.”

With the move to residency, international art shows and film are we witness-
ing a transformation here from domestic lofi
to something more art industry led?

“All of my work has this domestic vibe,” agrees Cortright, “it’s very much 
like me in a room, [the Empac residency] still had this feeling like it was my 
room–because no one ever bothered me and I could rearrange things...
The studio they gave me was massive and it was also soundproof, I was 
listening to music ungodly loud at 4 AM to 6 AM that no one could hear. It 
felt so isolated, I was high off how fun it was. I was massively productive, 
I’ve never made so many videos and every single one of them was like this 
is working, this is working.”

I ask if Cortright feels like she is haunting herself when she sees her image 
on TV?

“Yes,” she says emphatically, “going back to the voyeurism thing–I have 
no problem posting things to the internet because anything that I post, I’ve 
approved. It’s this act that I’m doing willingly so I only show exactly what I’m 
comfortable with. But there’s something weird about flying out into the void 
of TV and maybe not getting some kind of feedback in return with what’s 
happening.”

Cortright is in a new place; the void. The piece that Cortright showed at 
Frieze was shown twice a day on the large screen in the auditorium. I wait-

ed around to see it and was taken aback at it’s cinematic presence. The 
entire experience was like that of a glitch blockbuster trailer for an epic 
virus. The soundtrack leaped at you and the Cortright’s presence on screen 
was claustrophobic and mesmeric in equal measures. Old broadcast tech-
niques rendered anew. This kind of discomfort has driven change and in 
turn will, perhaps, move Cortright further along on her own path. One cer-
tainty is that the circus will be in tow.

Robert Urquhart

Originally published in Creators Project, October 2013
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Artforum
Data Mine

EARLY NET ART was like building ships in a bottle: arcane, difficult, and 
little appreciated. It was generally best pursued when cooped up in a 
state-sponsored computer lab in newly liberated Estonia.

Petra Cortright is a contemporary Californian Net artist, born in 1986. She’s 
had a computer since she could walk, and was spared the earlier era’s 
ideological warm-ups and tortured justifications. For Cortright, computers 
and social networks are as convenient as a watercolor set.

Cortright’s artwork is commonly all about being Petra, a unique state of 
contemporary being best explored through YouTube videos, graphic FX, 
slider bars, and pull-down menus. She comes across on screens as a 
Mariko Mori figure, although younger, blonder, suntanned, down-market, 
and with a subjectivity thoroughly fractured by social networking. Her “sick” 
aesthetic is all about digital media systems being coaxed, warped, tricked, 
or shoveled into unplanned and unplannable performance spaces. Unlike 
most new-media artists, who are as fussy about their precious hardware as 
any touring synth band, Cortright will work on almost any gadget available. 
Any venue is great, too. Art galleries, communal meetups, Twitter, Flickr, 
LiveJournal, Myspace, Facebook, Tumblr, YouTube—New York, Berlin, Los 
Angeles, Mexico City—they’re all good.

Her material is scraped from the abyss of Internet pop culture: 8-bit clip art, 
animated GIF files, free screen savers. Polka dots, dinosaurs, sparkles, fake 
flames. This dazzling clutter is deployed within a twentysomething Millenni-
al cam-girl universe of back rooms, torn stockings, black fingernail polish, 
lizards, kittens, chickens, and pug dogs. The affect here is not so much 
nostalgic “retro” as bottom-feeding punk thrift store, or, better yet, one of 
those giant, folksy automobile-crushing facilities from the Tarantino Los An-
geles of Pulp Fiction.

Mind you, these are pulverizingly effective works of Net art. Clear-eyed, 
dainty, and intuitive, they’re weird in a way that Net art has never been weird 
before. The stiff technical constraints and hacker bravado have been blown 
away and replaced by a polymorphous digital-native approach in which 
software feels gooey and ductile, all spray cans and airbrushes.

Cortright’s what-the-hell, manic-pixie attitude extends to every possible as-
pect of computation. Her spelling is irregular, her punctuation barely there; 
files appear in no particular order and are named the likes of “SNOWF-
LAEKS” or even “35asgyewwm.” Her works are created in surges of inspira-
tion and composed on aging home computers maxed out with external hard 
drives, webcams, and Wacom tablets, not to mention iTunes, Chrome, Note-
pad, Skype, Photoshop, µTorrent, and After Effects all running in tandem. 
Every Cortright artwork possesses a ruptured facade, the result of digital 
methods that have been pushed until they break the surface and reveal the 
bones of the software.

There’s an endearing slyness about this that is soaked through with the 
artist’s highly personal sensibility. It’s truly new and unusual for Net art to 
carry such an intimate stamp, such a trackpad full of smudgy fingerprints. 
Part of this arises from the work’s diaristic, exhibitionist air, its willingness to 
flail away in a back bedroom, YouTube cam-girl style. Mostly, though, it’s 
about a startling intimacy with the means of digital composition. Maestros of 
software are supposed to value its high Formica sheen; they’re never sup-
posed to be tender, intimate, and forgiving about its bugs, stutters, freezes, 
glitches, and compression artifacts. Even glitch artists commonly play up 
the scariest, most alienating aspects of machine failure. Cortright’s mouse, 
on the other hand, is like the yarn ball for a kitten—the playful failure is half 
the charm.

This brings us to Cortright’s recent e-book, HELL_TREE, 2012 (published 
by Badlands Unlimited). This publication compiles hundreds of fitful, frag-
mentary human collisions with the machine, experiments that she had swept 
up, casually named by pounding the keyboard, and stuck into a single jam-
packed folder so as to get them out of the way.



A “tree” is supposed to be a neat and logical branching arrangement of 
files. “Hell” is what arrives when you know what a tree is but can’t be both-
ered. Once the folder yawns open, all these tree leaves—screenshots of 
computers in hopeless  disorder, debris that might have been blog posts, 
to-do lists, lamentations, search terms, or gibberish word-processing exper-
iments, a TextEdit window containing raw text from an entire Twitter archive, 
most anything that splattered out of the fingertips and onto the hard drive—
are piled up in fungal compost heaps of ultra mess.

There’s a whole lot of lively Cortright “sick stuff” heaped inside HELL_TREE, 
mostly material that might be called “notes” or “poetry”—text with lines such 
as “waaaaaaay too much tiger balm but i can’t undo wats been done,” “I 
swam off far, but here you are”—but it’s safe to allege that even the “au-
thor” can’t read it front to back. The “book” is not so much a “text” as a 
machine-warped portrait of geek girl as artsy cyborg in which she drags you 
onto the hard drive and abandons you to make your own way.

This work offers the precise opposite of the steely minimalism that Steve 
Jobs hoped for from his user base. It reflects, however, the true native at-
titude of Millennials. They grew up with computers and the Internet, and 
can watch stony-eyed and unmoved as vast billion-dollar enterprises such 
as Myspace and Nokia are discarded like hamburger wrappers. The entire 
computer enterprise is a centerless, auto-mangling hell tree where engag-
ing in even the tidiest personal habits is like sweeping up after the bedrock’s 
been fracked and is oozing goth flames. Why conceal the many skeuomor-
phic tensions in this destabilized rubbish? Even the sleekest, best-designed 
laptop is a California carnival of fake desktops that aren’t desks, immate-
rialized trash cans, e-mail senselessly shaped like paper envelopes, and 
other campy tributes to an analog order now far beyond anybody’s reach. 
The young adults among us know this best, because they’ve never seen 
computers otherwise.

Reading the book is like finding a lost, sticker-covered iPad, whose owner 
left its screen bewitched with hairy stains from her fur-lined Meret Oppen-
heim coffee cup. You kind of want to give it back, because it’s got her e-mail 
and some personal pics and all that, but, well, old iPads don’t work that well 

anymore, and besides, she already got another one and moved to another 
town.

Nowadays, that’s just how it is.

Bruce Sterling

Originally published in Artforum, September 2012
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